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Abstract

The dynamic stability of the milling process is investigated through single and two 

degree-of-ffeedom mechanical models by determining the regions where chatter 

(unstable) vibrations occur in the two-parameter space of spindle speed and depth of cut. 

Dynamic systems like milling are modeled by linear delay-differential equations (DDEs) 

with time-periodic coefficients. A new approximation technique for studying the stability 

properties of such systems is presented in this thesis. The approach is based on the 

properties of Chebyshev polynomials and a collocation expansion of the solution at their 

extremum points, the Chebyshev collocation points. The stability properties are 

determined by the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix which maps collocation points 

from one interval to the next and which is a finite dimensional approximation to which 

the exact infinite dimensional Floquet transition matrix (monodromy operator). We 

check the results for convergence by varying the number of Chebyshev collocation points 

and by simulation of the transient response via the DDE23 MATLAB routine. Stability 

charts and chatter frequency diagrams are produced for up-milling and down-milling 

cases of 1, 2, 4 and 8 cutting teeth and 0 to 100 % immersion levels. The unstable regions 

due to both secondary Hopf and flip (period-doubling) bifurcations are found which agree 

with the results found by other techniques in the previous literature. An in-depth 

investigation in the vicinity of the critical immersion ratio for down-milling (where the 

average cutting force changes from negative to positive) and its implication for stability 

is presented.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

In the Machines and Tools industry, one of the most popular manufacturing processes [1] 

is the cutting process. Under regenerative cutting, the displacement of the tool can cause 

a vibration of the tool relative to the workpiece resulting in a variation of the chip 

thickness. This in turn results in a variation in the cutting force during following 

revolutions. The regenerative chatter theory explains a wide variation of practical chatter 

situations in cutting operations such as turning and milling. Vibrations arising during the 

cutting process have a great effect on the accuracy of the workpiece. In order to increase 

the efficiency and precision of manufacturing, one should know the properties of the 

arising vibrations. Machine tool chatter is one of the most complicated dynamical 

processes [2], After the extensive work of Tlusty el al. [3, 47] and Tobias [4], the 

regenerative effect has become the most commonly accepted explanation for machine 

tool chatter [5-8].

The governing equation of a 1-degree of freedom (DOF) mechanical model of the turning 

process is a delay differential equation (DDE) with constant coefficients. The presence of 

the time delay results in an infinite dimensional phase space in a mathematical sense [9]. 

Using the numerical methods an approximate stability chart can be constructed for a 

given range of technological parameters. Tlusty and Tobias [3, 4] developed ffequency- 

domain methods for stability analysis of continuous cutting. These methods are used 

widely to determine exact stability boundaries for turning. The 1 degree-of-freedom 

(DOF) mechanical model of the milling process leads to a delay differential equation 

with time-periodic coefficients due to the time-varying nature of the forces on the cutting 

tool teeth. Several analytical methods to find the stability boundaries for DDE’s with
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constant coefficients (like the turning case) already exist. However, the stability criteria 

of the milling system cannot be given in a closed form. An approximation method is 

needed, which approximates the delayed part with an integral expression with respect to 

the past. This results in a finite dimensional approximation of the infinite dimensional 

problem. Therefore, the stability map of the milling process as a function of the 

technological parameters can be approximately determined.

Minis and Yanushevsky used Fourier series expansions for periodic terms and 

determined the Fourier coefficients of related parametric transfer functions to obtain a 

characteristic equation for stability analysis [10]. Altintas and Budak used a similar 

method except that they retained only the first term (the constant term) in each Fourier 

series expansion of a periodic term and derived the associated characteristic equation for 

prediction of chatter in the parametric space of spindle speed and axial depth of cut [11, 

34, 35]. The approach presented by Hahn can be adapted for studying the stability of 

periodic motions during milling operations where both regenerative and impact effects 

are prominent. However, in these cases one will need to determine the corresponding 

evolution matrices numerically [37], Tlusty and co-workers pointed out the importance of 

considering nonlinearities associated with intermittent engagement between the tool and 

the workpiece in their numerical study [25]. Davies and Balachandran examined how the 

periodic motions lost stability during partial immersion milling operations [13, 28]. Smith 

and Tlusty reviewed various models that can be used for simulating milling operations 

and presented numerical results illustrating loss of stability of periodic motions due to the 

regenerative effects [26]. Davies et al. presented experimental results for milling 

operations with long, slender endmills, which indicate that the consideration of 

regenerative effects alone may not be sufficient to explain loss of stability of periodic 

motions for certain partial immersion operations [27,36]. Balachandran et al. [28] 

conducted numerical and experimental investigations on the dynamics and stability of 

partial immersion milling operations. A mechanics based model used for simulations of a 

wide range of milling operations and instabilities that arise due to regeneration and/or
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impact effects were studied. Poincare sections were used to assess the stability of 

motions, and their studies revealed that apart from Hopf bifurcation of a periodic motion, 

a period-doubling bifurcation of a periodic motion may also lead to chatter in partial 

immersion milling operations. Issues like tooth contact time variation and the structure of 

the stability diagrams are discussed [28, 48]. The results were confirmed independently 

by Corpus and Endres using Floquet theory and experiments [29], and by Stepan and 

Insperger [12, 41]. These methods are not restricted to infinitesimal times in the cut. 

Bayly et al. extended the approach of Davies and co-workers by the use of time finite 

element analysis (TFEA). This approach also led to stability analysis of a discrete map, as 

in the method of Davies et al. [33], but the requirement of small time in the cut was 

relaxed. Analytical and experimental results were obtained for a 1-DOF system [14, 33], 

Most of the stability results obtained by using the above mentioned approximation 

methods and the methods used by the several researchers agree with each other [10-16, 

38-40, 42-46],

Stepan et al. did a frequency analysis to obtain the stability conditions of time-periodic 

DDEs from which they discovered that chatter frequencies (secondary Hopf bifurcation 

and period doubling bifurcation) occur at the stability boundaries. The non-chatter 

frequencies are the tooth pass excitation effect and the damped natural frequency [19]. 

They also analyzed the stability conditions using the semi-discretization method and 

compared the results with experimental results [16,49-51]. The authors restricted their 

study to a 1-DOF milling model that has the cutting tool carrying a single flute. Since the 

single degree of freedom milling model cannot be considered as a realistic model, 

researchers started working on the multiple degrees of freedom milling model with 

multiple cutting flutes. Bayly et al. determined the stability boundaries of the 2-DOF 

milling process by three techniques and compared: (1) a frequency-domain technique 

developed by Altintas and Budak [11], (2) a method based on time finite element analysis 

and (3) the statistical variance of periodic 1/tooth samples in a time-marching simulation. 

Each method has advantages in different situations and may not work accurately for all
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situations. The frequency-domain technique is the fastest, and is accurate except at very 

low radial immersions. The temporal FEA method is significantly more efficient than a 

time-marching simulation, and provides accurate stability predictions at small radial 

immersions. The variance estimate is a robust and versatile measure of stability for 

experimental tests as well as simulation. Experimental up-milling and down-milling tests, 

in a simple model with varying cutting directions, agree well with theory [20].

The present work represents the implementation of a new approximation technique based 

on Chebyshev collocation. It solves the time periodic linear DDEs with multiple integer 

delays and piecewise smooth coefficients [21, 32]. This method evolved from the 

methods developed by Sinha and Wu to solve periodic ODEs using the Chebyshev 

polynomial approximation [52] and by Butcher et al. to obtain the monodromy matrix for 

time-periodic DDEs with smooth coefficients by Chebyshev polynomial expansion of the 

solution [30, 31]. The collocation method is shown to be spectrally accurate to initial 

value problems and more efficient than polynomial expansion. It gives an approximation 

to the compact monodromy operator of the DDE, whose eigenvalues converge spectrally 

to the exact Floquet multipliers. It has several advantages over the existing methods: (1) 

it is flexible for systems with multiple degrees of freedom (like the 2-DOF milling 

model) and multiple cutting teeth (in 1-DOF and 2-DOF milling models); (2) It produces 

stability charts with high accuracy in a given parameter range; (3) It takes less time to 

produce them.

In this thesis, stability charts and frequency diagrams are produced for up-milling and 

down-milling cases of 1, 2, 4 and 8 cutting teeth and 0 to 100 % immersion levels using 

the Chebyshev collocation method. The unstable regions due to both secondary Hopf and 

flip (period-doubling) bifurcations are found which agree with the results found by other 

techniques in the previous literature. An in-depth investigation in the vicinity of the 

critical immersion ratio for down-milling (where the average cutting force changes from 

negative to positive) and its implication for stability is presented.



Chapter 2 

Metal Cutting Operations and Terminology

5

2.1 Turning

This basic operation is the one that is most commonly employed in experimental work on 

metal cutting. The work material is held in the chuck of a lathe and rotated. The tool is 

held rigidly in a tool post and moved at a constant rate along the axis of the bar, cutting 

away a layer of metal to form a cylinder or a surface of more complex profde. The 

schematic diagram of turning is shown in Figure 1.

The cutting speed ( Q ) is the rate at which the uncut surface of the work passes the 

cutting edge of the tool -  usually expressed in units of ft/min or m/min. The feed (/) is the 

distance moved by the tool in an axial direction at each revolution of the work as shown 

in Figure lc. The depth of cut ( b) is the thickness of metal removed from the bar, 

measured in a radial direction. This is shown in Figures lb and lc. The product of these 

three gives the rate of metal removal, a parameter often used in measuring the efficiency 

of a cutting operation.
Q f b =  rate of metal removal

Figure 1. Lathe turning [22]
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The cutting speed and the feed are the two most important parameters which can be 

adjusted by the operator to achieve optimum cutting conditions. The depth of cut is often 

fixed by the initial size of the bar and the required size of the product. Cutting speed is 

usually between 3 and 200 m m in '1 (10 and 600 ft/min), but in exceptional cases, may be 

as high as 3000 m m in-1 (10 000 ft/min). The rotational speed (RPM) of the spindle is 

usually constant during a single operation so that, when cutting a complex form, the 

cutting speed varies with the diameter being cut at any instant. At the nose of the tool the 

speed is always lower than at the outer surface of the bar, but the difference is usually 

small and the cutting speed is considered as constant along the tool edge in turning. 

Recent computer-controlled machine tools have the capacity to maintain a constant 

cutting speed, Q , by varying the rotational speed as the work-piece diameter changes. 

Feed may be as low as 0.0125 mm (0.0005 in) per revolution and with very heavy cutting 

up to 2.5 mm (0.1 in) per revolution. Depth of cut may vary from nil over part of the 

cycle to over 25 mm (1 in). It is possible to remove metal at a rate of more than 1600 

cm3 (100 in3) per minute, but such a rate would be very uncommon and 80-160 cm 3 (5 - 

10 in3) per minute would normally be considered as rapid.

Some of the main features of a turning tool can be explained. The surface of the tool over 

which the chip flows is known as the rake face. The cutting edge is formed by the 

intersection of the rake face with the clearance face or flank of the tool. The rake face is 

inclined at an angle to the axis of the bar of work material and this angle can be adjusted 

to achieve optimum cutting performance for particular tool materials, work materials, and 

cutting conditions. The rake angle is measured from a line parallel to the axis of rotation 

of the workpiece. A positive rake angle is one where the rake face dips below the line, 

and early metal cutting tools had large positive rake angles to give a cutting edge, which 

can be easily damaged. Positive rake angles may be up to 300 but the greater robustness 

of tools with smaller rake angle leads in many cases to the use of zero or negative rake 

angles. With a negative rake angle of 5 0 or 6°, the included angle between the rake and 

clearance faces may be 90°, and this has advantages. The nose of the tool is at the
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intersection of all three faces and may be sharp, but more frequently there is a nose radius 

between the two clearance faces.

This very simplified description of the geometry of one form of the turning tool is 

intended to help the reader without practical experience in cutting to follow the 

development of the model. The full nomenclature and specifications are very complex. It 

is difficult to explain the action of many types of tools without actually observing or, 

preferably, using them. The performance of cutting tools is very dependent on their 

precise shape. In most cases there are critical features or dimensions that must be 

accurately formed for efficient cutting. These may be, for example, the clearance angles, 

the nose radius and its blending into the faces, or the sharpness of the cutting edge. The 

importance of precision in tool making, whether in the tool room of the user, or in the 

factory of the tool maker, cannot be over-estimated. This is an area where excellence in 

craftsmanship is considered to have great value.

Let us consider the single DOF mechanical model of the regenerative machine tool 

vibration of the turning process shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Mechanical model of turning [12]
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The equation of motion for the turning system is derived as

2 1
x  +  2 £m  x  + co„x =  — AFX (2])

m  v ‘

IT
where con = J — is the natural angular frequency of the undamped free oscillating system 

V m

Q
and C, = — -j=  is the relative damping factor. The x-component of the cutting force

2 km

variation AFx is primarily a function of the chip thickness/ [  12],

AFx = k tA f  (2.2)

where kx is the cutting force coefficient and A/ is the chip thickness. We can write 

kl =Kb where K  is any constant value and b is the chip width, and A/ = - ( t) ,

which is the difference between the delayed edge tool position x(t -  r) that cut the 

surface one revolution before and the present tool position x(r). The final equation of 

motion is a delay differential equation

9 1
x( t)  + 2£conx( t)  + con x(/) = — k x (x ( t  r )  -  x(7)) n  3)

m  y

where the speed of the cutting tool is Q = 60/ r  and Q is in revolutions per minute 

(r.p.m)

2.2 Milling

Milling generates both grooves and flat surfaces -for example, the faces of a car engine 

cylinder block. In this operation the cutting action is achieved by rotating the tool, while 

the workpiece is held on a table and the feed action is obtained by moving it under the 

cutter as shown in Figure 4. There are large numbers of milling cutters with different 

shapes, used for different applications. Single tooth cutters are possible but typical
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milling cutters have a many teeth (cutting edges), numbering from two to over one 

hundred. The new surface is generated as each tooth cuts away an arc-shaped segment, 

the thickness of which is the feed or tooth load. Feeds are usually light, not often greater 

than 0.25 mm (0.01 in) per tooth, and frequently less than 0.025 mm (0.001 in) per tooth. 

However, because of the large number of teeth, the rate of metal removal is often high. 

The feed often varies through the cutting part of the cycle. In the orthodox milling 

operation shown in Figure 3a, the feed on each tooth is very small at first and reaches a 

maximum where the tooth breaks contact with the work surface (also known as up- 

milling). If the cutter is designed to rotate in the opposite direction, (Figure 3b) the feed is 

greatest at the point of initial contact (down- milling).

An important feature of all milling operations is that the action of each cutting edge is 

intermittent. Each tooth is in the cutting action for less than half of a revolution of the 

cutter, and sometimes for only a very small part of the cycle time. Each edge, subjected 

to periodic impact during contact with work, is stressed and heated during the cutting part 

of the cycle, which is followed by a period where it is unstressed and allowed to cool. 

Usually, cutting times are a small fraction of a second and repeat several times a second, 

involving both thermal and mechanical fatigue of the tool. The design of milling cutters 

greatly influences the cutting action.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Milling cutters [22]
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In addition to generating grooves and flat surfaces, milling can also be used for the 

production of curved shapes. End mills, which are larger and more robust versions of the 

dentist’s drill, are employed in the production of hollow shapes such as die cavities.

2.2.1 Mechanical model of milling

A schematic diagram of the milling process is shown in Figure 4. The structure is 

assumed to be flexible in the x-direction only, so the system can be treated as 1 -DOF 

system. A summation of cutting forces acting on the tool produces the following equation 

of motion:

(2.4)
m

workpiece 0

Figure 4. 1-DOF mechanical model of the milling process [50]

where m is the modal mass, C, is the damping ratio, con is the natural angular frequency, 

and Fxis the cutting force in the x-direction for a zero helix cutter. According to Figure 

5, the x component of the cutting force on the/?'* tooth is given by
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F xP =  g p  W - F . p  cos en -  FIW sin 0 n ),np (2.5)

where gp ( t) acts as a switching function. It is equal to one if the p  tooth is active and

zero if it is not cutting [10, 11]. The tangential and normal cutting force components are 

considered to be the product of the tangential and normal linearized cutting coefficients 

Kt and Kn, respectively, the nominal depth of cut b, and the instantaneous chip width

wp as

F  = K b w
tp t p , (2.6)

F n p = K nbWp ’ (2.7)

where wp depends on the feed per tooth h, the cutter angle 6p, and the regeneration in 

the flexible direction of the structure.

w (t) = h sin 6  ( t) + [*(7) -  x(t -  t )] sin 6 . (2.8)

Here r  = 60/ NQ[s] is the tooth pass period, Q is the spindle speed given in rpm and N  

is the number of teeth.

Figure 5. Cutting force components in milling process [50]
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A summation over the total number of cutting teeth and the substitution of equations 

(2.6 -  2.8) into equation (2.5) yields the total cutting force acting in the .^-direction:

Fx(t) = Y jgP0 )\-K,bcos0p - Knbsin6p] {hsinGp + [* (0 -* (f-T )]s in 0 ,(0} (2 -9)
p =i

The angular position of the tool is 6p ( t) = (InQ  / 60 + p i n  / N, where Q is given in

rpm. A reduction in notation is achieved by the substitution of the following terms:

N

K 0  = Y j S p cos 0p(t)+ Knsin6p(/)]sin0p(t) (2.10)
p =1

/o (0 = Z  8P cos °p (0 + Knsin eP (0 ]h sin 0p (2.H)
p = \

The functions h{t) and f 0(t) are T -periodic. The resulting equation of motion becomes

x(t) + 2(conx(t) + co]x{t) = -  0 (0  - x ( t - z ) ] -  . (2.12)
m m

Here, the term bf0 / m can be eliminated from the equation. The solution is assumed of 

the form

*(0=*,(0+£(0» (2-13)

where xp (t) = x (t + r) is a r  -periodic motion that can be considered as the unperturbed, 

ideal tool motion when no self-excited vibrations arise, and %(t) is the perturbation. 

Substitution of equation (2.13) into equation (2.12) yields
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xp(t) + 2 <Z<o„xp (t) + co2xp (t) +£(t) + 2£&J(t) + co2J ( t )

(2.14)m m

In the ideal case £ =0, such that

(2.15)

Since the excitation term bf0(t) / m is r  -periodic, the particular solution of equation

(2.15) is also r  -periodic. This proves the existence of a r  -periodic solution xp(t) and 

verifies the assumed form of equation (2.13). Now the equation of motion is reduced to

where h{t) is called the specific cutting force variation and is r  -periodic. Equation (2.16) 

is the standard linear non-autonomous 1-DOF DDE model of the milling process.

2.2.2 Up-milling and down-milling

The relationship between the direction of tool rotation and the feed defines two types of 

partial immersion milling operations: the up-milling and down-milling operations. The 

schematic diagrams of these operations are shown in Figure 6. Both operations work in a 

similar way (except that the rotation of the cutting tool is in the opposite direction). 

However the dynamics and stability properties are different. Partial immersion milling

1(0 + 2£<onm  + E(0 -  $(t -  r)]. (2.16)m
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operations are characterized by the number N  of teeth and the radial immersion ratio 

‘ a/D\where a is the radial depth of cut, and D the diameter of the tool.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) Up-milling and (b) down milling [50]

Theoretically we can differentiate up-milling from down-milling by knowing the angle of 

contact made by a particular tooth inside the workpiece. The specific cutting force 

variation changes for up-milling and down-milling and it depends on the varying 

immersion ratios and angle of contact. For the up-milling case, the cutting starts 

immediately and always leaves some exit angle in the partial immersion case. Contrary to 

this, for the down-milling partial immersion case, the cutting will not start immediately 

and it always leaves some entry angle. We use the entry and exit angles to show how the 

cutting force in up-milling and down-milling changes, thereby changing the stability 

conditions.

Using equation (2.10), plots are shown for the cutting force variation ) for a single 

tooth in Figure 7. The following relation

(pp(t)=27£lt / 6 0  + 27%?/N , K t =5.5x\o* AT„=2.0xl08 N / m 2
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For a spindle speed of Q =3300 rpm, h(t) is calculated

the screen function in (2.10)

S P{t)= 1

=  0

is then given by

if (penter <(pp i t )<(p

otherwise

enter exit
For up-milling, the entry and exit angles are (p = 0  and (p = cos-1 (1-2 and

for down-milling, the angles are (penta = cos 1 (2a/D-\) and (pex“ = n

, x 10
Up-milling

a/D=0.25 a *
I<N~"*

^ 0

(^108 0.005 0.01 0.015

0.005 0.01 0.015

. X 10
Down-milling

0x 108 0.005 0.01 0.015

(^ ,n8 0.005 0.01 0.015

t[s] > t[s] >

Figure 7. The specific cutting force variation for single cutting tooth
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We can notice that for the full immersion case (also known as slotting), the specific 

cutting force variation is same for both up-milling and down-milling and hence we can 

obviously say that the stability conditions will be the same for both the cases. The down- 

milling case with radial immersion ratio less than 0.663 (called the critical immersion 

ratio) will have negative average cutting force per unit area (for example, average h(t) 

values for immersion ratios 0.25 and 0.5 are -15118454.0393 and -10725729.6095 

[N/m2 ]). The specific cutting force variation for a cutting tool carrying multiple teeth 

will be discussed in later chapters.

2.3 Machining and Chatter

In machining of metals, the material removal occurs via a concentrated shear flow 

initiated at the point of contact between the workpiece and a wedge shaped tool (e.g. 

turning insert, milling flute, etc.) to remove the chip and produce a machined surface. On 

the majority of machines, the cutting action is generated by the rotation of the machine 

spindle. The axes of the machine (typically ranging from 3 to 5 in number) are used to 

position the workpiece relative to the tool and are generally capable of machining 

complex contouring motions. Increasing the power and speed of the spindle has several 

advantages which include: (1) shorter machining time; (2) improved surface finish; (3) 

reduced thermal and mechanical stresses on the workpiece and tool; and (4) increased 

dynamic stability. These potential advantages have driven a recent, rapid increase in the 

industrial adoption of high-speed machining processes and technology [23].
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Figure 8. Aluminum aerospace component, where the remaining material after machining 

is less than 5% of the volume of the original workpiece stock.

Chatter, a self-excited vibration, is caused by the interaction of the chip-removal process 

and the structure of the machine tool. Self-excited vibrations usually have very high 

amplitude. Chatter typically begins with a disturbance in the cutting zone. Such 

disturbances include lack of homogeneity in the workpiece material or its surface 

conditions. They can change the type of chips produced.

The most important type of self-excited vibration in machining is regenerative chatter. It 

is caused when a tool cuts a surface that has a roughness or disturbances from the 

previous cut. Because the depth of cut varies, the resulting variations in the cutting force 

subject the tool to vibrations and the process repeats itself - hence the term regenerative.

Increasing the dynamic stiffness and damping of the system can generally control self

excited vibrations. We define dynamic stiffness as the ratio of the amplitude of the force 

applied to the amplitude of vibration. Since a machine tool has different stiffnesses at 

different frequencies, changes in cutting parameters such as cutting speed can influence 

chatter. It is not easy to predict when and why these vibrations appear, nor to devise a 

strategy to avoid them by changing only the technological parameters, namely the feed, 

the depth of cut, and the cutting speed.
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Damping can be defined as the rate at which vibrations decay. Damping is an important 

factor in controlling machine-tool vibration and chatter. For the turning case the damping 

factor C, in equation (2.3) affects the height ‘h’ shown in the stability diagram (Figure 9). 

As the damping increases (i.e., increase in C, value), the stability of the given system 

increases (i.e., the height ‘h ’ increases).

We approximate equation (2.3) using the Chebyshev collocation method method will 

be discussed in later chapters) and obtain the stability diagram as shown in Figure 9, with 

the parameters being the spindle speed Q and the cutting force coefficient kt . The

stability diagram obtained is based on choosing 200x200 points in the parameter plane. 

The values of constants used are ^  =0.05, con=775 [rad/s], m=50[kg].

spindle speed Q in [rpm]

Figure 9. Stability diagram for turning
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The stability diagram shown in Figure 9 gives information regarding the stability 

conditions of the machine. The darker region is the unstable region (also called chatter) 

and the white region is called the stable region. It is advantageous to draw a stability 

chart for the following reason. Suppose we pick a parameter point in the parameter plane. 

If that point is shown in the stable region, it means that the turning machine is running in 

a stable (or safe) condition and there are no chatter vibrations at that point. Theoretically, 

if the response of the system at the parameter point decays to zero as time goes to 

infinity, the system is said to be stable. Experimental methods for finding the stability 

conditions are expensive and the chances of getting accurate results are less, because 

these results depend on the feed rate, the tolerances of the machine and workpiece, and 

the quality of instruments used to measure the response of the given system.
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Chapter 3 

Mathematical Background

3.1 Delay Differential Equations

The models for turning and milling (equations (2.3) and (2.16)) are second order delay 

differential equations, which can be written in state space form to get a system of first 

order delay differential equations [54].

Let

y x=x(t), 

y 2 = x(t), 

yl(t-r) = x(t-T), 

y2{t-z) = x{t-r).

Then equation (2.3) can be written in matrix-vector form (state space form) as

T i "
0

u

1
" V

+

0

Jjr

0

y 2 _
2 K\ 

- C D -------n
m

(N1

_ y  2 _
_ L 0 _ y 2 { t - r ) _

We can also write (3.1) as

y  = [A]y + [ B ] y ( t - r ) (3.2)
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0 1 '0  0"
where [A] =

1
1 A 1

3

1 ? i

and [B] =
o

Similarly, we can write the milling equation (2.16) into state space form as

Ti

y 2

0 1

m

r *
0 O'

U .
+ bh(t) 

m
0 j i i t -

(3.3)

or as

(3.4)

0 1 0 O'
where A(t) = 2 bh(t)

K  + ) 2^ «m
and B{t) =

........1
o ̂

s
-C)

*.<

There are several numerical methods to solve the delay differential equations [55-59]. 

One should realize that just finding the solution to equation (2.3) and (2.16) doesn’t give 

information on the stability conditions of the system. Instead, a stability chart must be 

constructed for a given parameter range.

Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) are equations that contain derivatives, which 

depend on the solution at the present value of the independent variable time 7 ’, whereas
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Delay Differential Equations (DDEs) contain derivatives, which depend on the solution at 

present time *t* as well as on the solution at previous time ‘t- ’, where r, > 0 are any

constant integers. Some examples of DDEs with constant coefficients that can be solved 

exactly by hand are shown in the following pages. The exact solution of DDEs with time 

periodic coefficients, however, leads to an infinite dimensional problem which cannot be 

analyzed by hand. Therefore an approximation method is needed to approximate the 

exact solution. The details of the approximation method used will be discussed in the 

following chapter.

Example 1: Determine x(t) for 1 < t <3, 

x(t) = 6x(t -1 ) , x = t for 0 < 1

Solution: Applying the method of steps, we obtain = 6 - 1),

x (l)= l. Integrating, we obtain x(t) = 3(t - 1)2 + 1.

For 2 < t < 3,

Now substitute (e.2) in (e.l) 

i ( 0  = 6 [3 (t-2 )2 +1], jc(2)=4,

Therefore x(t) for 1 < t <3 is 

6 ( t-2 )3 + 6 t - 8 .

Example 2: Find the exact stability boundaries for the following scalar coefficient DDE: 

x(t) + ax(t) + bx(t -  t )  = 0. (e.3)

Solution:

AtSubstituting X = e  into (e.3), we get 

A + ci + be  —0

which is a transcendental characteristic equation. It has a A = 0 root for

a+ b = 0 (e.4)

(e.l)

1 < / < 2, 

(e.2)
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Now let the function have a purely imaginary root

ico + a + be~i(OT = 0 <=> ico + a + Z>(cos(rt») -  sin(ra>)) = 0

Separating real and imaginary parts we get the following parametric boundary:

a =•
-  co cos rco 

sinrru
b = -

co
sinrro

(e.5)

The curves obtained by using the equations (e.4) and (e.5) are the boundaries of a 

stability region and are shown in Figure 4. Note that if then equation (e.3) is a 

ordinary differential equation and the system is stable for all positive a values. On the 

other hand, a condition \b\ < a can be obtained by using the D-partition method explained 

in [57]. The stability region is the region that satisfies conditions (e.4) and (e.5)

Assuming the parameters a and b have the ranges -2  to 2 and 1, the stability chart 

obtained by solving the conditions (e.4) and (e.5) is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 10. Stability boundaries for x{t) + ax(t) + bx(t 1) = 0 described by (e.4) and (e.5). 

The stability region is obtained by satisfying the conditions (e.6)
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Looking at the stability chart shown in Figure 10, we can define the stability chart as a 

plot of one parameter against another that differentiates the stable region from the 

unstable region. Suppose we pick a point from the parameter plane. The given system is 

said to be stable at that point if and only if the response ) remains bounded as time t 

goes to infinity. The analytical stability conditions of DDEs can be found only if the 

coefficients of the given DDE are constant. However, we use a different approach to 

approximate linear time periodic DDEs which will be explained in the following chapter 

[21]. Note that since a symbolic method of obtaining the stability conditions is hard to 

implement for DDEs with constant coefficients [53] and is essentially impossible for 

DDEs with time periodic coefficients, we construct a numerical stability diagram 

instead.

3.2 Chebyshev Polynomials

The Chebyshev collocation approximation method used to solve the milling problem and 

obtain the stability diagrams is based on the properties of the Chebyshev polynomials. 

The Chebyshev series have similar convergence properties as the Fourier series, but have 

the additional advantage that terminal discontinuities do not cause convergence problems 

[61, Chapter 3].

The standard formula to obtain the Chebyshev polynomial of degree j ,  which is denoted 

by Tj(t) is

Tj(t) = cos jO , 0 = arccos(t), -1 < /< 1 ,

Hence, substituting j=0, 1, 2, 3, 4 , ........., we get
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m = i,
T](t) =t,
T2(t) = 2t2- \ ,

T3(t) = 4t3 -2>t, 

T4(t) = 8t4 - 8 t2 +1,

2 I   T T---------
1.5

A

~ 1 ------------------------------------
I—

0.5

0I * * ,--------
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

t—>

Figure 11. First five Chebyshev polynomials T0(t), Tx(t) ,  T2{t) , Tz{t) and T4(t)

The Chebyshev collocation points are unevenly spaced in the given domain 

corresponding to extreme points of the Chebyshev polynomial. We can visualize these 

points as the projections on the [-1,1] domain of equispaced points on the upper half of 

the unit circle, as sketched in Figure 12.



tj = cos(y;r / TV), = 0 ,1 ,........, (3.5)

Figure 12. Chebyshev points are the projections onto the t-axis of equally spaced points 

on the unit circle. Note that they are numbered from right to left.

Example 3: Find the Spectral differentiation matrix for Chebyshev points of order /V=3. 

Solution:

Substituting N  = 0,1, 2, 3 in equation (3.4), we get the Chebyshev points as

A  A  A A

i l ,

*3=_1 *2 = _ 2 t l ~~2 l°

By Lagrange interpolation, the unique degree 3 polynomial p  matching/on C is
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(e.6)

Differentiating the above polynomial (e.6), we get

(e.7)

Now finding p'{t) at the Chebyshev points, we get

19 4 1
/> a )= — / o - 4/;6 3 2

p 'l— l ' - j / . + W + j / , - ! / . .  

1 4 19
/ ? H ) = 2 / o“ I - / ;+ 4 /2 _ T /3-

(e.8)

which we can write matrix/vector form as

/>’(!)

p ( - \ )

19 —A 4 1
6 3 2

1
1 -1 1 7o
3 3 /I

1 1 1 -1 / 2
3 3 /s

1 4 4 19
. 2 3 6 .

(e-9)
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(e.9) is of the form p (t) = D3f , where Z)3 is the Chebyshev differentiation matrix for 

order N=  3.

We can find the differentiation matrix DN for any order N  as follows:

For each N  > 1, let the rows and columns of the 1) Chebyshev spectral

differentiation matrix DN be indexed from 0 to N. The entries of this matrix are

, _ 2N 2 +1 . _ +1 ̂  ̂
(  N )  00  —  ,  5 ( D N ) m  —  9 ( 3 *6 )

j = u ........  ( 3 J )

0 .  , N  ( 3 . 8 )

where

c; =
[2, i =
1, otherwise

and the dimension of DN is (N  + 1)x (N  +1) or where m is the number of

Chebyshev points.
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A picture makes the pattern clearer:

d n =

2N2 +1 
6

(-i y
i(-D "

1 (-l)f

N, (-l)<+5'

1 (-1)**
2 1 - /, \ 2 ( i  -

(-i y+i \  \  
u-  tj \

2 1 + t,

2N2 +1 
6

The Kronecker product of two matrices is denoted by If A and B are of dimensions 

p x q  and rxs, respectively, then A<S)B is the matrix of dimension with p x q  block

form, where the i,jblock is ayjB . For example,

1 2 
3 4

a 6 
c d

a b 2  a 26 \
c d 2c 2d

3 a

CO 4 a 46
3c 3 d 4c 4d / (3.9)
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Differential operator'.

If n is the dimension and m is the number of points considered in a given interval, and 

is the identity on R " , then the differential operator is defined as

where D is the differentiation matrix defined in equations (3.6) -  (3.8). Note D is not 

generally sparse, but © is sparse in the usual manner of such products with dimension 

mn x m n .

Coefficient multiplication operator:

For a given fixed interval, if the coefficients corresponding to function values at different 

points in that interval are the entries of a diagonal matrix, then that matrix is called a 

coefficient multiplication operator M A. It is a mnxmn  dimensional matrix.

where A(tt) is A(t) defined in (3.4) calculated at the point.

We can write any ODE or DDE (differential form) in terms of the operators (algebraic 

form) given in (3.10) and (3.11).

IB) =D® (3.10)

A(t0) 0 0 0 0 0
0 A{t,) 0 0 0 0
0 0 . 0  0 0 
0 0 0 Ait,) 0 0
0 0 0 0 . 0  
0 0 0 0 0 A{tN)

(3.11)
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3.3 Floquet Theory for ODEs

Consider the time-periodic ODE —

where A(t + T) = A(t) in the given interval [0,7],

*(<>) = /„ (3.12)

Suppose that x ,, x2,.... Xj,...,xn form the set of solutions for the equation (3.12) on 

[0,7], Then the matrix

© ( /) = (3.13)

whose columns are the vectors x,, x2,....Xj,...,xn is said to be the fundamental matrix

for the system (3.12). The columns of O  (t) satisfy not only the differential equation 

(3.12) but also the initial conditions x;(0) = ej9 for \ < j < n  where ej is the j '1' column

o f / . ,  e j e W

Thus o  (/) has the property that

<D (0) = I,

The fundamental solution matrix O  (t) and its adjoint matrix T7 (?) of (3.12) satisfy
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6 ( 0  =  A ( t ) 0 ( t )  O  (0) = /„ (3.14a)

6 ( 0  = - ^ r ( 0 ^ ( 0  ¥  (0) = K (3.14b)

where ®  ' ( 0  =  ^ ^ ( 0  [63].

The dimension of O  (t)is nxn  and O  (T) is the Floquet Transition Matrix (FTM) or 

Monodromy matrix. We get n eigenvalues, called the Floquet multipliers, for this Floquet 

transition matrix. If the maximum of the absolute of these eigenvalues is less than 1 then 

the given ODE (3.12) is said to be stable; otherwise it is unstable. If equation (3.12) is at 

the border of stability, then there exists at least one characteristic multiplier with modulus 

of one. Bifurcation theory explains the instability by classifying it into three different 

types according to the location of eigenvalues in the complex plane as shown in Figure 

13.

Figure 13. Flip, Fold and Secondary Hopf bifurcation types of instability
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The critical characteristic multipliers (say jd) can be located in three ways.

1. They are a complex pair located on the unit circle (| jd |=1 and | |=1). This case is

called a secondary Hopf bifurcation.

2. /d = 1. This case is called a period one or Fold bifurcation.

3. fd -  - 1 ■ This case is called a period doubling or Flip bifurcation.

3.4 Floquet Transition Matrix for Linear Time Periodic DDEs

Consider linear, time periodic DDEs with fixed delay r > 0,

x(t) = A(t)x(t)  + B(t)x(t -  t )  (3.15)

x(t) = </>(t), t0 - T

where x(t) is a nx 1 state vector, A(l) = A(t + T) and B(t) = B(t + T) are n x n periodic 

matrices, </>(t) is an nx  1 initial vector function in the interval [*0 -

Assuming r  = T, if O  (t)is the fundamental solution matrix to the non-delay part of

(3.15) and 'P  (r) is the fundamental solution matrix for the adjoint system (e.g. equation 

(3.14)) such that ^ )_1 ( 0  =  T r ( 0  , the infinite-dimensional monodromy operator for a 

periodic DDE system can be defined as [55]

(3-16)
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which maps continuous functions from the interval [0,7] back to the same interval, i.e.,

U :  C [0 ,7 ]  ->  C [0 ,7 ] . Note that equation (3.15) reduces to a well-known formula

of the solution to an ODE system once B{t)  = 0 , in which case, becomes a Floquet

transition matrix CD (7). This justifies the name for U- the delay Floquet transition matrix 

(.DFTM). Note also that the same procedure can be applied to define the U for the neutral 

DDE system:

x(/) = A(t)x(t)  + B(t)x(t -  t )  + -  (3.17)

where the delayed values of the derivatives of the states are also required and ) is a 

periodic continuous n xn  matrix function of time. On each interval of the length = 

the delayed parts are known from the previous interval and therefore we can treat them as 

non-homogeneity of the corresponding ODE. Note that finding the solution to the given 

DDE (3.15) doesn’t yield complete information about the stability of the system. The 

eigenvalue analysis of the monodromy operator U reveals that if the maximum of the 

absolute of the eigenvalues (Floquet multipliers) of U is less than 1, then the system is 

said to be stable for the given parameter points ). If is the maximum of the absolute 

of the eigenvalues of U, also called as spectral radius, then the system is said to be stable 

if p<1. It is impossible to find all eigenvalues of the infinite dimensional U matrix. 

However, we use an approximation technique to reduce the size of the U matrix to a 

finite dimension, whose spectral radius decides the stability. Because of the compactness 

of the U matrix, all of the neglected eigenvalues are guaranteed to be clustered about the 

origin and thus do not influence the stability.

The stability and bifurcation theory for DDEs is same as for ODEs except that we obtain 

more characteristic multipliers for DDEs (theoretically an infinite number).
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Chapter 4 

Chebyshev Collocation Approximation

4.1 Approximating Periodic, Linear DDEs

Consider an n th order Delay Differential Equation (DDE), which can be can rewritten as 

n first order DDEs. Assume that there are L delays which are integer multiples of a 

fundamental delay r  >0. Then the equations can be expressed as

L

x(t) = A(t, e)x( t )  +  X  Bj ( t , s )x( t  - jT) .  for period T= Z, r  (4 .1 )
7=1

Assuming that n x n real coefficient matrices A(t, s ) , B  j (t, s )  are piecewise smooth 

periodic functions of t with coefficient period T, they are continuous functions of the 

parameter vector se R d .It is also assumed that for T and r  the following relationship 

T = L t  applies

Possible different cases that can be modified to the form shown in (4.1) are as follows: 

Case 1: If 1=0 then (4.2) is a T-periodic system of ODEs. That is , = A(t,s)x.

Case 2: If B2 = 0,...,BL = 0 then (1) is a DDE system with T-periodic coefficients and a 

single delay r  which is L times shorter than T. (That is, x = A(t, e)x + Bx (t, s)x(t -  r ) ) 

where A, Bx have period T=L r .
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Case 3: Suppose that in the single delay system y  = + s)y(t -  r) the
A A A A

coefficient period T  is rationally related to x, that is, = — r for p, positive integers.
q

A A A

In such a case, the coefficients A, B are also q T periodic. Let T = q T  ,L = p ,  and let
A A

x = x . Let BX=B and B2 =0,...,BL = 0 . The new system

x(t) = A ( t ,s )x ( t )  + ^  , B j (t, e)x(t-  j  t )is the same as the original.

A A A A

Case 4: If T > x, that is, p>q. If so, let x = x lq, , and L = p. Note that
A

Let Bq = Band let B f = 0 for j  * q . Then the new system

x ( t ) =  A(t, £ ) x ( t ) +  B q ( t , £ ) x ( t  — qT) is the same as the original.

Case 5: Equation (4.2) includes the case where the coefficients are independent of f.

A(t, s) = A(e),Bj (t,e) = B j ( s ) . Then A,Bf are periodic with period L x and is also 

periodic with any assigned period.

Let us approximate equation (4.1) using the Chebyshev collocation method for the case 

that L - \ .Finding the approximate solution by blowing the function values at different 

points in a given interval is the basic idea of collocation.

Let v . be a set of function values we need to find in the interval t e [0,1] (/' is the index 

for the points in [0, 7 ]), where 1 < j  <m.Suppose a monodromy operator (matrix) exists 

for the DDE. Then for the collocation approximation v . = U(j)j for a finite matrix U 

which approximates the monodromy operator.
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m  in 0] x(t) in [0, 7]

■T 0 T

Writing equation (4.1) in the matrix vector form, we get

© v; M . v j M d I (4.2)

which is same as X — A(t)x  + m = m

The computation of matrices © , M \ , M B are explained in [21, 60] and in previous 

sections.

Since v = Ut/>,we get U=
-l

- M ,

If m is the number of points considered in each interval and n is the order of the original 

delay differential equation, then the size of the U matrix will be mn x mn. Note that a 

value of (j) is itself a vector in R " . We can achieve higher accuracy just by increasing the 

value of m. For many purposes, however, cubic spline interpolation is fine. However, we 

recommend barycentric interpolation [64, 65] for more accuracy.
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4.2 Stability

For stability we don’t have to find the approximate solution x. Instead we analyze the U 

matrix, whose spectral radius decides the stability of the system.

Example 4: Find the spectral radius of a first order scalar DDE at a given parameter 

point (a, b) and discuss its stability by using the Chebyshev collocation method.

Solution:

Let us reconsider DDE (e.3) given in Example 2. Taking the derivative term to one side 

and the rest of the terms to the other side, we get

x(t) = -a x ( t ) -b x ( t - r ) .  (e-10)

Let us pick some parameter point ( a, b) = (1.5, -0.5) from the parameter plane shown in 

Figure 4. For the Chebyshev collocation method we need a fixed interval [0, r  ]. 

Assuming r  =1, consider four Chebshev points (m = 4). Since (e.10) is a first order 

equation, its dimension n = 1.

We can write (e.10) in the algebraic form as

- ~ -
" "

©; V j i t ) - K

p—

o-
k

1

+

1

to 
>

1 11

where ©3 = D3,
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Here Z)3 is the Chebyshev differentiation matrix defined in interval [0, r  ]. By scaling we 

2can write Di = - D 3, where D3 is the Chebyshev differentiation matrix defined in the 
r

interval [-1,1] (see example 3).

Dz =

19/3 -8 8/3 -1
2 -2 /3  -2  2 /3

-2 /3  2 2 /3  -2
0 0 0 2

M ,=

- a  0 0 0
0 - a  0 0
0 0 - a  0
0 0 0 0

from equation (3.15)

For our case, substituting 1.5, we get

Ma =
-1.5 0 0 0
0 -1.5 0 0
0 0 -1.5 0
0 0 0 0

Mg is also a coefficient multiplication operator similar to M'a except that the entries of 

this matrix are coefficients of delay terms and the last rows change by enforcing the 

matching conditions.

Here the matching conditions are w, = vm i.e., the first collocation point in \v{ ̂ <f)(t) ) is 

identical to the last collocation point in v ( ~x(t)). Recall that the points are numbered 

from right to left in each interval and m=N+\ (see example 3).

Therefore we have,



~-b 0 0 O' '0.5 0 0 o '

0 -b 0 0 0 0.5 0 0
0 0 -b 0 0 0 0.5 0
1 0 0 0_ _ 1 0 0 0_

The Monodromy operator is therefore

U =

0.1474 0.1388 0.0844 0
0.1440 0.1149 0.1286 0
0.3740 -0.0633 0.1380 0
0.5000 0 0 0

(e.12)

and the spectral radius is of Uis p  =0.3953.

Since p <\,the system is stable at the given parameter point (a, b)=(1.5, -0.5).

Example 5: Consider the turning equation (2.3) and find the stability conditions of that 

system with parameters being spindle speed Q and the cutting force coefficient ki .

Solution:

Note that the collocation method can be applied to any system with parameters being the 

coefficients of x(t),x{t),x(t), an d x (^ -r)  and r  being a constant integer value. Our aim

is to find the stability regions with the parameters spindle speed ( Q ) and cutting force 

coefficient kx (which is product of chip thickness (b) and constant cutting force 

coefficient (K)) . The spindle speed is defined as 0 = 1 /N r , where N  is the number of 

teeth (=1 for turning). First, we normalize r  to some constant value (such as 1).

Suppose t = r t , then we get,
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d i d  i d I d 2
— =  7 and
dt t dt .2 , *2dt2 t‘ dt

(e.l 3)

Substituting (e .l3) in (2.3), we get

x(t) = 2£— x(0 -(-^Y + - 7 7 -MO + 7^ 7- x(z - 1).
Q Q  m Q mQ

(e.14)

Writing (e.l4) in state space form as shown in (3.1), we get

Ti
0 1

Ti" +
0 o '

T ib ” 1)

h . _ " m Q 2 Q .
_t 2. *■ 0 

_ mQ
(e-15)

We follow the same steps used in Example 4 to find the monodromy matrix using the 

Chebyshev collocation approximation method and draw a stability chart, shown in Figure 

3.

4.3 The Case, T = L t

For L >1 case, the above mentioned method is extended to find the solution of equation 

(4.2) x(t) in any interval of length T[21]. Suppose the values of x at collocation points = 

U(£)</> and that (f> is defined on [-T, 0], while x is the solution function defined on [0, 7].

These two intervals are partitioned to L intervals of length r  , that is r  , - - l ) r  ],

... ,  [ - r ,0 ]  and [ 0 , r ] ,  [ r ,  2t ], , [ (L - l ) r ,  r ] ,  respectively. We then recognize

U(s) as a product of maps Uf(e) each of which advances the solution by a single

subinterval of length r  :
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U{s) U2(s) U2{e) UL{s)

Q  = §> *“ * §  ^  >..... ^  &  =  X

Here the £  are R  " - valued functions on intervals of length T . In particular, each £  is 

defined on [ ( i - Z ) r , i r ] .  See Figure 14. The overlap, and the construction of U,(e) 

will include appropriate identification of overlapping parts of and - see equation 

(6) in particular. In any case,

U(e)  = U L( e p L_l ( e ) . - U 2( s M e )

It is understood that U(s) is an operator from C[0,T] back to C[0,T]. The necessary 

translations are thus implicitly included.
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-Lt -{L-\)z.
— I--------1 h

-2t ■T
-h

0 2 t 3 
— h -------

.( I - l) r  I r

=
J

V

V
-̂1

= x

y
j

Figure 14. In factoring the operator U{s) = UL(, the input (j) and the output x are 

interleaved with L-\ overlapping intermediate steps for which

After finding the monodromy operator U, the solution x is determined in the same way as 

was done for the single delay case.
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Chapter 5 

Stability of a 1-DOF Milling Model

5.1 Collocation Approximation of the Model

Let us find the stability conditions of the up-milling and down-milling models that are 

described in Chapter 2 using the Chebyshev collocation method. Let us reconsider 

equation (2.16), which is the time periodic linear DDE

1(0 + 2 £ »„«0  + fi o2J(t) = - ^ % ( 0  -1 0  -  *■)].
m

with time delay r  equal to the period of h(t).

The above equation can be written as

ID=-2f».#(o - k 2 -»)]• (5.0m m

where %(t) is the displacement of cutting tool at the present cut, C, is the damping ratio, 

con is the natural angular frequency, b is the depth of cut, h(t) is the specific cutting force 

variation, the speed of the cutting tool is Q = 60where Q is in revolutions per 

minute (r.p.m), N  is the total number of cutting teeth, and %(t -  r) is the tool 

displacement in the previous cut.
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As we explained in Example 5, the collocation method is not applicable if the parameters

are not the coefficients of £(/), 4(0, 4(0, and 4 ) and r  is a constant integer

value. Since we want to find the stability conditions with parameters being the spindle 

speed Q = 60 / Nz  and depth of cut b, the spindle speed makes z a varying parameter.

Thus we must normalize z to 1 so that we can use the Chebyshev collocation method 

(see Example 5) as

\  1(0 = - -  2 £a)J(t) -  (co2n + ̂ % ( 0  + 1). (5.2)
t  t  m m

We know z = 60/Q if Q is in revolutions per minute (rpm) and the total number of 

cutting flutes is N = 1.

Now (5.2) changes to

Q Q Q  m

we can write (5.3) in the state space form as

Ti =

> 2.

0 1
, 2 bh(t).3600 -120

- K  + - ^ ) - 3 -------- ^mQ £2
+

0 0 
3600M(0 0

TiO -O  

72 (*“ !)_
(5.4)

wherey, = 4(0, T2 = 4(0, y ,( t - l)  = 4 0 ~ 0 ,an d  y2( r - l )  = 4(2- 1).
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Now equation (5.4) is of the form

shown in (3.4) where

0 1
, , bh(t).3600 -120 £». (5.5)

and

0
B(f)= 3600M(0 (5.6)

mCl2

are piecewise, linear, time-periodic functions with period equal to 1.

Now we can use the Chebyshev collocation approximation method for equation (5.3). We 

then find the stability conditions of (5.3) with parameters being spindle speed Q and 

depth of cut b.

For the collocation approximation, equation (5.5) can be written as

where the dimensions of B , M'a , M B are m nxm n,m  denotes the number of Chebyshev

detailed explanation for constructing B , M'a , M ” matrices is given in Chapter 4 and 

[21]. The pattern of the matrices is

B >>= M~a y +  Afa y ( t -1) (5.7)

points chosen on the interval [0,1] and n (=2) is the order of original equation (5.1). The
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~A(0
A(t2)

Ma =
A(t3) (5.8)

o o 0 0

where A(tf) (calculated at the ith point on the interval of length r ) and element 0 are 

2x2 matrices. Similarly,

T  5(h)
B(t2)

m ;=  . (5 -9)

I20 . . 0 0  

where I2 is a 2x2 identity matrix.

For the multiple teeth case, we assumed the cutting flutes are fixed symmetrically along 

the circumference of a cutting tool, which leads us to the assumption that the cutting 

profile of any p th tooth is same as the cutting profile of { p - \ ) ,h tooth. That is, 

irrespective of the number of cutting teeth, the cutting profile of any p"' tooth is same as 

the first cutting tooth. Thus the total cutting force acting on the tip of the tool at any time 

during one revolution of the spindle is the summation of forces due to the individual 

cutting teeth. Thus, the specific cutting force variation (2.10) for the multiple tooth case 

is also periodic with period T (=60/NQ) ,which makes this problem very similar to single 

cutting flute case. Stability diagrams are constructed by taking period T=1 for both single 

and multiple cutting teeth cases.
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The Monodromy operator is obtained by U— © - Mg and the given system

(5.1) is said to be stable for a given parameter point if and only if the spectral radius p  is 

less than 1. Stability charts for the single degree of freedom milling model (up-milling 

and down-milling) carrying single and multiple cutting flutes are shown in Figures 13-20.

5.2 Chatter Frequencies

The stability properties of equation (5.1) are determined by the infinite number of 

characteristic multipliers, as explained in the Floquet theory for DDEs (see section 3.3).

If p  = eM is a characteristic multiplier of equation (5.1), then there exists a solution of

form

£ ( 0  =  p ( t ) e h + p ( t ) e Xt (5.10)

where p(t) = p(t + r) is a r  -periodic function, X is the so-called characteristic exponent 

and over-bar denotes the complex conjugate. Equation (5.1) is asymptotically stable if 

and only if all of the characteristic multipliers have modulus less than one, or, in other 

words, all of the characteristic exponents have a negative real part.

The stability analysis is based on the determination of the relevant characteristic 

multiplier using the collocation method. We use the bifurcation theory (explained in 

section 3.2) to explain the instability of the given system (5.1). For the p  =1 (fold 

bifurcation) case, it can be shown that (5.1) always remains stable. Hence this bifurcation 

cannot occur for the milling equation and we ignore this case [13, 15].

For secondary Hopf bifurcation, | p  |=1 and X = ico is purely imaginary where 

co =Im(ln p)/r  . Essentially, the chatter frequencies are assigned by is also the

positive angle made by the characteristic multiplier with the x-axis in the complex plane). 

Since the complex exponential function is periodic, the logarithmic function is not unique
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in the plane of complex numbers. This raises the possibility of multiple chatter 

frequencies. These chatter frequencies can be observed while doing experiments on the 

milling machines. These frequencies can be measurable and comparable with the 

theoretical results. To give a clear view of the resulting frequencies, equation (5.10) must 

be analyzed.

Substituting A = ico in equation (5.10) and expandingp(t) into a Fourier series and using 

trigonometrical transformations, equation (5.10) can be written in the form

where the C„’s are complex coefficients. This shows that the frequencies arising in the 

signal £,{t) are

However, if we find the characteristic multipliers using the collocation method, we need 

to change the first term of (5.12) by dividing by the factor r  since we normalized r to 1 

earlier (see section 5.1). Therefore, (5.12) changes to

h  ~  +  t H z ] ’ «  =  • • . , - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . .  ( 5 . 1 2 )

co
±  1 -------

n = ...,-1, 0, 1,... ( 5 . 1 3 )

where r  (recall Q = 6 0 /N t ) is given in [s], Q in [rpm]. The index of f H refers to the 

secondary Hopf bifurcation. There are infinite numbers of frequencies with amplitudes
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corresponding to the coefficients C „ ’s. This is in accordance with the periodic property 

of the complex exponential function mentioned before. Of course, only the positive 

values of f H have physical meaning.

For the period doubling case (ju = -1), the characteristic exponent is ( ln (-l)) /r  (or

substitute angle co -ninto (5.13)). We can rewrite the formula for period doubling

frequency as

Other non-chatter frequencies that are independent of the characteristic multipliers of the 

monodromy matrix are the tooth pass excitation effect and the damped natural frequency. 

These frequencies are part of the different frequencies that occur while running 

experiments with milling. The frequencies excited during the milling operations are

related to all components of x(t) defined by equation (2.13). The periodic motion x p(t)

contains the tooth pass excitation frequencies and damped natural frequencies given by

(5.14)

(5.15)

and

f d = m j \ - ^ 2 l l r t  [HZ]

respectively,

(5.16)
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The frequencies f TPE and f d are present in the vibration signal both for stable and 

unstable cutting.

3 j--------- T-----------------T--------T----------------T----------- T------------ T------------ I------------

2 .5 - . * * *  '

2 ■ ,•*

\  15 ■
CD •1 *

0.5 -

ft.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

spindle speed Q [rpm] x 104

Figure 15. Change in angle co corresponding to the Hopf type instability for 

downmilling, single tooth, and full immersion ratio case.

In Figure 15 the a> is calculated by considering the parameter points close to the 

boundary shown in the stability chart and is plotted against the spindle speed using the 

relationship given in equation (5.13). From Figure 15 we can obviously say that there is 

no linear relationship between the angle co and the spindle speed Q (see Appendix A for 

the MATLAB code to produce Figure 15).
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5.3 Stability Charts and Frequency Diagrams

Stability charts are determined by using the Chebyshev collocation method for a series of 

milling processes like up-milling and down-milling, varying immersion ratios, and 

varying number of cutting teeth. Since the specific cutting force variation is 

independent of the spindle speed of the tool, we assume the spindle speed Q is 3300 rpm 

to plot the h{t) diagrams shown in Figures 16-23. Experimentally identified parameters 

given in [50] are used to construct the stability charts: m = 2.573 kg, C, =0.0032,

(on =920.02 Hz, Kn = 2.0x 108 N/m2 and = 5.5x 10s N /m 2, where the authors

considered a monolithic, uni-directional flexure was machined from aluminum and an 

aluminum workpiece (7075-T6) of width 6.35 mm. The workpiece was centrally milled 

by using 19.05 mm diameter carbide end mill with a single flute and feed was held 

constant at 0.1016 mm. Stability charts are constructed with parameters being the spindle 

speed Q (ranging from 2000 to 25000 rpm) and the chip thickness b (ranging from 0 to 5 

mm). MATLAB 6.1 software is used for producing the stability charts (see Appendix B for 

the MATLAB codes developed by Dr. Ed Bueler) using the collocation method. The 

dimension of the monodromy operator for all cases is 80 x 80. However it is possible to 

produce the same stability chart by taking a lower dimensional (like 40 x 40) monodromy 

matrix for most of the cases (except for the critical immersion ratio cases). We chose 

300 x 300 grid points in the parameter plane. The computational specifications used to run 

the MATLAB programs are: Intel Pentium IV, processor speed 1.5 GHz, RAM 1.02 GB. It 

takes approximately 90-120 minutes to obtain each stability diagram. The frequency 

diagrams are constructed by considering the characteristic multipliers obtained at the 

stability boundary and using equations (5.14) and (5.15).
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a/D=0.25 a/D=0.5 a/D =0.75 a/D=1

x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10

t[sH> t[s]—> t [S] — > t [Si — >

x 10 x 10

x 10

spindle speed Q [rpm]

x 10

spindle speed Cl (rpm]

x 10

spindle speed Cl [rpm]

x 10

spindle speed Q [rpm]

Figure 16. Up-milling, number of cutting teeth N  = 1, specific cutting force variation 

diagrams, frequency diagrams and stability diagrams for varying immersion ratios 

a/D=0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1

H - Hopf type bifurcation, P - Period doubling type bifurcation
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a/D=0.25 a/D=0.5 a/D=0.75 a/D=1
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x 10

spindle speed Q  [rpm]

x 10

spindle speed Q [rpm]

Figure 17. Down-milling, number of cutting 1, specific cutting force variation

diagrams, frequency diagrams and stability diagrams for varying immersion ratios 

a/D=0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1

H - Hopf type bifurcation, P - Period doubling type bifurcation
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Figure 18. Up-milling, number of cutting teeth N  = 2, specific cutting force variation 

diagrams, frequency diagrams and stability diagrams for varying immersion ratios 

a/D=0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1

H - Hopf type bifurcation, P - Period doubling type bifurcation
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a/D=0.25 a/D=0.5 a/D=0.75 a/D=1

x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10

£z

t[s] t[s] t{s] t[s]

X 10

spindle speed Cl [rpm]

x 10

spindle speed Cl [rpm]

x 10

spindle speed Cl [rpm]

x 10

spindle speed Cl [rpm]

Figure 19. Down-milling, number of cutting teeth = 2, specific cutting force variation 

diagrams, frequency diagrams and stability diagrams for varying immersion ratios 

a/D=0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1

H - Hopf type bifurcation, P - Period doubling type bifurcation
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a/D=0.25 a/D=0.5 a/D=0.75 a/D=1
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0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
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Figure 20. Up-milling, number of cutting teeth = 4, specific cutting force variation 

diagrams, frequency diagrams and stability diagrams for varying immersion ratios 

a/D=0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1

H - Hopf type bifurcation, P - Period doubling type bifurcation
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a/D=0.25 a/D=0.5 a/D=0.75 a/D=1
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Figure 21. Down-milling, number of cutting teeth N  = 4, specific cutting force variation 

diagrams, frequency diagrams and stability diagrams for varying immersion ratios 

a/D=0.25, 0.5, 0.75,1

H - Hopf type bifurcation, P - Period doubling type bifurcation
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a/D=0.25 a/D=0.5 a/D=0.75 a/D=1
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Figure 22. Up-milling, number of cutting teeth 8, specific cutting force variation

diagrams, frequency diagrams and stability diagrams for varying immersion ratios 

a/D=0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1

H - Hopf type bifurcation, P - Period doubling type bifurcation
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a/D=0.25 a/D=0.5 a/D=0.75 a/D=1
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Figure 23. Down-milling, number of cutting teeth 8, specific cutting force variation 

diagrams, frequency diagrams and stability diagrams for varying immersion ratios 

a/D=0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1

H - Hopf type bifurcation, P - Period doubling type bifurcation
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5.4 Factors that Affect Stability Charts

5.4.1 h{t) convergence

It is important to check if the stability diagrams shown in Figures 16-23 are accurate. One 

way of checking is to know if the Chebyshev points work well for the piecewise, linear, 

time-periodic functions like h(t). We interpolated an approximate h(t) using Chebyshev 

polynomials between the collocation points (explained in section 3.2) and compared to 

the exact h{t). It was found that the Chebyshev points work well for most of the cases. 

The approximate h(t) plotted for a range of different Chebyshev points (12 to 33) and 

compared with the exact h(t),  and plots for the case with less relative error are shown in 

Figures 24 and 25. Dark lines correspond to the exact while the gray lines 

correspond to an approximate h(t).
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t[s] >

Figure 24. Convergence of specific cutting force variation for up-milling case with 

cutting teeth N  = 1
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no. of cheb. pts = 24, N = 1, a/D = 0.25

t [s]---- >

Figure 25. Convergence of specific cutting force variation for down-milling case with 

cutting teeth N  = I
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5.4.2 Changing the number of collocation points

As was mentioned in the earlier chapters, the stability charts are constructed using the 

Chebyshev collocation method. Choosing the number of collocation points in a given 

interval [0,r] is an important factor to produce the correct stability charts. The stability 

charts shown in Figures 16-23 are constructed by assuming the number of collocation 

points m = 80. As we increase the number of points the approximate monodromy matrix 

becomes close to the exact monodromy operator. So as m goes to infinity the monodromy 

matrix obtained by using Chebyshev collocation method is the exact monodromy 

operator. The only disadvantage of using higher m values is that it takes more 

computation time to compute the monodromy matrix, which is a non-trivial factor. This 

is the second way of checking the stability charts. Stability charts are plotted for a 

particular case like up-milling, single cutting tooth, full immersion, and the collocation 

points are changed from 10 to 40 as shown in Figure 26 (a). We can notice that, except 

for the m = 10 case, the rest of the stability charts are the same. Thus, by using 20 

collocation points, we can produce reasonably acceptable stability charts. However, the 

critical immersion ratio is an exceptional case where a minimum of 80 collocation points 

are needed to plot reasonably good stability charts (see Figure 26(b)). A few other milling 

cases using 200x200 grid points are also shown in Figure 27.
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spindle speed [rpm]

(a)

downmilling, N=1, a/D=0.75

x104
spindle speed [rpm]

(b)

Figure 26. Changing the collocation points (m = 10, 20, 30 and 40) for (a) up-milling, N -  

1, a/D = 1 and (b) down-milling, N=  1, a/D = 0.75
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upmilling, N=2, a/D=0.25 downmilling, N=2, a/D=0.75

0.5 1 1.5

spindle speed [rpm]

(a)

x 10

<D
CJ*o!c
D.!co

spindle speed [rpm]

(b)

x 10

Figure 27. Changing the collocation points (m = 10, 20, 30 and 40) for (a) up-milling, N = 

2, a/D = 0.25 and (b) down-milling, N=  2, a/D = 0.75
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5.4.3 DDE23 results

We check the response at some of the parameter points in the stability charts using the 

M A T L A B  routine DDE23 [62]. If the solution of the given system decays as time goes to 

infinity, then the system is said to be stable at the given parameter points; otherwise the 

system is unstable. Using this concept we pick three parameter points from the stability 

charts shown in Figures 16-23 and, using the DDE23 M A T L A B  code, we check whether 

those parameter points are stable or unstable. The results shown in Figures 28 - 35 agree 

with the stability charts obtained by the collocation method (see the locations of 

characteristic multipliers obtained by using the collocation method).
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upmilling, N=1, a/D=1

E
£nwwQ>c
i
£
Q.

spindle speed Q. [rpm] x 10

Figure 28. DDE23 results for the parameter points A, B and C picked from the stability

diagram of up-milling with N=  1, a/D = 1 and collocation results for finding the locations

of characteristic multipliers
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upmilling, N=2, a/D=0.5

Ee
jQ
V)</)<Dc
os
9*2o

spindle speed Q [rpm]
x 10

100 120 160 180 20C

Figure 29. DDE23 results for the parameter points A, B and C picked from the stability

diagram of up-milling with N =  2, a/D = 0.5 and collocation results for finding the

locations of characteristic multipliers
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upmilling, N=4, a/D=0.75

spindle speed fl [rpm] x iq4

Figure 30. DDE23 results for the parameter points A, B and C picked from the stability

diagram of up-milling with N= 4,a/D = 0.75 and collocation results for finding the

locations of characteristic multipliers
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spindle speed Q [rpm]

. x 10

S°><

------------- ,------------- 1------------- ,------------- 1------------- 1------------- 1 1 1 1

-

A=(12000,2)i \  i j- ---------- 1------------- 1----- i i -j-------- —

Figure 31. DDE23 results for the parameter points A, B and C picked from the stability

diagram of up-milling with N — 8, a/D = 1 and collocation results for finding the locations

of characteristic multipliers
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downmilling, N=1, a/D=0.5

x>
CO

1c
*
*£
a1

E
E,

spindle speed O [rpm] x 10

0.2

§ 0 

- 0.2

-0.4i
0.5

i  0

-0.5

11 .— 1 I I  1 1 1 1

111
0.5 ( \

0 •
— .......................

. A=(12000,2) , ,

-0.5

-1
V
I 0 1

20

20

40 60 80 100

—i------- 1--------1------ 1—
120 140 160

B=(J 8000,2) ,

40 60 80 100 120 140 160

180 200

-i------- 1------- r

180 200

200

Figure 32. DDE23 results for the parameter points A, B and C picked from the stability

diagram of down-milling with N=  1, a/D = 0.5 and collocation results for finding the

locations of characteristic multipliers
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downmilling, N=1, a/D=0.75

E
E

Cf) (/) 0)
%

JOo

spindle speed Q [rpm]
x 10

B  o

300

Figure 33. DDE23 results for the parameter points A, B and C picked from the stability 

diagram of down-milling with N=  1, a/D = 0.75 and collocation results for finding the 

locations of characteristic multipliers
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downmilling, N=2, a/D=0.75

n
CO
COa)c
*£
Q.IEo

E
E

spindle speed n  [rpm] x 10

400 r 

200 ■

§ °- 
-200 -

-400-

S 0

A=(12000,2)
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Figure 34. DDE23 results for the parameter points A, B and C picked from the stability

diagram of down-milling with N =  2, a/D = 0.75 and collocation results for finding the

locations of characteristic multipliers
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downmilling, N=4, a/D=0.25

spindle speed O [rpm]

Figure 35. DDE23 results for the parameter points A, B and C picked from the stability 

diagram of down-milling with N= 4,a/D = 0.25 and collocation results for finding the 

locations of characteristic multipliers
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5.5 Critical Immersion Ratio in Down-milling

For some cases in the milling process, we can notice a drastic change in the stability 

charts just by changing the immersion ratio. Consider the stability charts of the down 

milling single tooth case shown in Figure 17, where the order of Hopf bifurcation 

stability lobe (‘U’ shaped) and flip bifurcation stability lobe (‘V’ shaped) is switched by 

changing the immersion ratio from 0.62 to 0.69. Stability charts drawn for different 

immersion ratios between 0.62 and 0.71 are shown in Figure 36, to illustrate what really 

happens to the stability diagrams between these immersion ratios. We can see that the 

milling case with immersion ratios 0.63 and 0.68 has higher stability region compared to 

any other milling case for the given spindle speed Q and is fully stable for the spindle 

speed range of 9000 to 16000 r.p.m. We can also notice that the immersion ratios above 

0.663 have a positive average specific cutting force variation value, whereas for 

lower immersion ratios, the value is negative. This is one of the reasons explaining the 

drastic change in the stability conditions near the critical immersion ratio. For the 

negative depth of cut case, with immersion ratios less than the critical immersion ratio, 

the corresponding stability diagrams reveal information about obtaining the stability 

region for positive chip thickness by knowing the unstable region for negative chip 

thickness. Note that the above theory is applicable to only Hopf type stability lobes (i.e., 

the flip type lobes do not change drastically) (see Figure 37).



a/D=0 62

a/D=0.63

a/D=0.64

a/D=0.65

a/D=0.86

Downmilling, N=1

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

x104

a/D=0.67

a/D=0.68

a/D=0.69

a/D=0.70

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

 ua4

a/D=0.71

0.5 1 1 5 2 2.5

 SJlC

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

 sjuL

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

x104

Figure 36. Critical immersion ratios for down-milling, N -  1, collocation points m -  

parameter plane 300x 300 grid points
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x 10

Negative depth of cut for downmilling, N=1, a/D=0.25

1.5
spindle speed Q [rpm]

Figure 37. Specific cutting force variation and its corresponding stability diagram for 

downmilling, TV = 1, a/D=0.25 case
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Chapter 6 

Stability of a 2- DOF Milling Model

6.1 Mechanical Model

The extension of 1-DOF to a 2-DOF milling model is important because the 2-DOF 

model is more realistic and it considers the deflections in both the x- and y-directions. A 

stability criterion for this model is different from the 1 -DOF model. The basic 2-DOF 

milling model with a flexible tool is illustrated in Figure 38. A single mode in each of 

two perpendicular directions is accounted for, and the part is assumed to be rigid. We 

assume the symmetric conditions i.e., damping coefficient, stiffness coefficient and mass 

of the cutting tool are same in both x- and y- directions (note that the tool is not required 

to be symmetric and we assumed the symmetric conditions to reduce the complexity of 

the problem). For the system shown in Figure 38, the equations of motion are:

mxx  + cxx  + M  = F, = Z  Fa cos 0p (t ) -  F„ s'mOp ( t)  (6.1)
n= 1

rnyy  + c ,y  + kyy  = Fy = '£  ~F-  sia8p <*>" F« cos° p W (6 2>
n=1

where JVis the number of teeth, Fcn is the cutting or tangential component of the cutting 

force, and Fln is the thrust or radial component. The angle of each tooth is simply the tool 

rotation angle plus the pitch angle of the respective tooth: p(t)~  (2/rfT2 / 60 + /
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An approximate linear relationship between the chip area and the cutting force is 

commonly used as

Fcn =  Kbd„  =  k,bd„ (6.3)

where b is the axial depth of cut and dn is the chip thickness. It is a function of feed, tool 

rotation, tool deflection and tool deflection at the time of previous tooth passage as

dn = d0(0p ) + [x(t)-x(t-T)]sin6p{t) + [y{t)-t{t- cos0p(t), toothp in contact

dn = 0, tooth p not in contact (6-4)

The above model can be compactly represented by the matrix equation

M l ( f )  +  C i ( t )  + K£,(t)  =  bh(t)[4( t  4( t ) ]  + bf0 (6)  (6 .5 )

where the displacement vector and dynamic matrices corresponding to Figure 42 are:

f m 0 ~CX O' T
 ̂

o
i

\ \ , M  =
X , c= , K

w 0 my_

f

O i c I ...
.

However to find the stability of the system (6.5), we ignore the non-homogeneous term 

bf0{9). The cutting stiffness matrix and force vector incorporate a switching function

g(0 ) to account for entry and exit of each tooth. Both terms also include trigonometric

dependencies as well due to tool rotation.
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The specific cutting force matrix is

w - 2 > K )
j =1

H n H n
h 2X h 22

(6.7)

where H n =kc sin 6cos 6 -kt sin2 G, kc cos2 sinOcosd,

H 2l=kc sin2 0- sin 0 cos 6,

and

H22 = - k csin 0 co cos' 6.

g ( V  =1 
g(0P)=  o

9 entry < 0 p <

0 p <  & 'entry ^ p >  ^

(6.8)

Note that H n , H 22, Hn and / / 2I correspond to the specific cutting force variations in x, 

y, xy and yx- directions,

Figure 38. A 2-DOF mechanical model of the milling process. Fraction of time in the cut 

is determined by the radial immersion (radial depth of cut/tool diameter) and number of 

teeth.
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Let us substitute (6.6) and (6.7) in (6.5) to get the coupled DDEs (ignoring the non-linear 

term bf0(9)) as

mx 0 ' j i( t
i ’ c * O '

_L K o ' x ( t )
-  h ' M O M O ' x  ( t ) - x ( t - T )

0 m.
T

0 Cy_ m.
T

0 K . y ( 0 .
— u

_ M 0 K i O y { t ) - y { t - T ) _
(6.9)

where M O  M O  

M O  M O .

7=1 7=1 and elements in h(t) for full

immersion, down-milling case are shown in Figure 39.

x 10 x 10

t [ s ] - >

t [ s ] - > t [S] — >

Figure 39. Elements of h(t) for full immersion, down-milling case
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For the collocation method, we use the same approach as we did for the 1-DOF milling 

system except that A(t), B(t) (in (5.6) and (5.7)) are 4x 4 matrices, thereby the dimensions

of ID) , M\, M l  are 4 mx Am. Rewriting equation (6.9) to a convenient form,

x(t) *3 
^ o

. *.
.. •

...I

x(t)
o "

m x x(t)
+b

r K it)
m x

1............
S 

* x(t)—x(t—T)

K t ) . o K t ) .
1

o

J* t

K t ) . K i t )

m x

K i t )

m y

_ y ( t ) - y ( t - T )

(6.10)

Imposing symmetric conditions, (6.10) changes to a much simpler form as,

x { t ) l c O' x { t ) l k O' x { t ) b  _|__ ' K i t ) K i t ) x ( t ) - x ( t - T )
K t ) . m _0 c

K t ) .
m 0 k K t ) .

i
m . K i t ) KiiO _ y ( t ) - y ( t - T )

(6.11)

Let us suppose

v - x ,  

w = y  ,

v(t - t) = x(t — r ) , 

w{t - r )  = y( -  r) and 

Period T = t
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6.2 Collocation Approximation of the Model

To use the collocation method, we normalize r  to 1 by supposing t , 

we get,

— -  and —  -  — —
dt r dt' d t 2 t2 dt'2

substituting the above values in equation (6.12) and replacing t with t, we get

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0"

X k [ b ^ it ) c t>Kid) 0
X b K it ) 0

b h j f )
0

~ x ( t - 1)"

V mQ2 mQ2 mQ mQ.2 V mQ2 mQ2 v(/-l)

y 0 0 0 1 y 0 0 0 0 y ( t - 1)

w bh2l (t)

mQ2
0

k bhn {t)

mQ2 2

C

mQ.

w bh2l(t)

mQ2
0

b h j f )
mQ2

0
w(t - 1)

where fi = 1 / r  , when Q is in revolutions per second 

Now (6.12) is in the form (3.4), where

A(t) =

0 1 0  0
k | b h j t )  c _  M , 2 ( Q  q

mQ2 mQ.2 mQ mQ2 an(j
0 0 0 1

j M O  Q  k | ____
mQ2 mQ2 mQ2 mQ.

(6.12)
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B(t) =

0 0
* M 0

mQ2
0

mQ2

0 0 
6/i,2 (0
mQ.2
0

6 M 0
mQ2

Now constructing the © , M \ , M B matrices using (3.14), (3.15) and (5.10).

[first (m -  1)4 tows of

. . .  0 /

where In is 4x4 identity matrix, and © is obtained by using (3.10),

Ma =

A (0
A(t2)

A (0

0 0
A L - i) 

o o

1 < i < m -  1

where A(t.) , 0 are of dimension 4x4. Similarly we get 

~B(0

Mb =

B(t2)
B (0

h  0 0 0

1 < i < m — 1

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)
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where B(7,), 0 are of dimension 4x4.

The Monodromy operator is then obtained by U= ID) -
-i

M B and has dimension

4mx4m. The given system (6.5) is said to be stable for a given parameter point if and 

only if the spectral radius p  is less than 1.

6.3 Stability Charts for the 2-DOF Milling Model

Stability charts are determined by using the Chebyshev collocation method. The 

benchmark 2-DOF case was chosen with the following parameters, which were estimated 

from modal tests on a 12.7 mm diameter, 1 and 2-flute, carbide helical end mill with a 

106.2 mm overhang held in an HSK 63A collet-type tool holder. Parameters used are 

same as the 1-DOF milling model: natural frequency con = 920.02 Hz, damping ratio

£x = £y =0.0032, mx = my =2.573. Specific cutting pressures were: = 5 .5x l08 N/m2

and K, = 2 x l0 8 N/m 2.

The spindle speed is varied from 2,000 to 22,000 rpm, the axial depth of cut (ADOC) is 

varied from 0 to 5 mm, and radial immersions of 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% are used. 

Stability charts shown in Figure 40 are obtained by using 40 collocation points ( ) on 

250 x  250 grid points. Therefore the size of monodromy matrix is 160 x  160. M a t l a b  

programs are run on the same computer described in Chapter 5. It takes about 90-120 

minutes to obtain each stability chart. The results may be faulty, however, due to lack of 

proper understanding of the 2-DOF milling model.
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x 10 x 10

t [S] — >

x 10

t [S] — >

x 10

t [S] — > t [S] — >

-Q
intn<Dc
O

JZo

q-3 upmilling, N=1, a/D=0.25

spindle speed Q [rpm] x 10

Figure 40. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for up-milling, N  = 1,

a/D=0.25
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x 10 X 1 0 °

t [s] —> t [s] >
x 10

upmilling, N=1, a/D=0.5

spindle speed Q [rpm] x 104

Figure 41. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for up-milling, vV = 1,

a/D=0.5
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x 10 x 10

x 10

t [s] >

x 10

t [si —> t [S3 —>

E  x  1 0
-3

upmilling, N=1, a/D=0.75

spindle speed Q [rpm] x  1 0

Figure 42. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for up-milling, 1,

a/D=0.75
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t [s] - >  t [s] - >

t [s] —> t [s] —>

Figure 43. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for up-milling, a/D =

1
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x 10 x 10

t [s] — >

x 10

t [S] — >

x 10

t [S] — > t [S] — >

£.
JOi
CO00a>a
o
\d
Q.
'szo

X 10
.3 upmilling, N=2, a/D=0.25

spindle speed Q [rpm] x 10

Figure 44. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for up-milling, iV = 2, a/D =

0.25
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t [S] — >

t [S] — >

t [S] — >

t [S] — >

— n-3 upmilling, N=2, a/D=0.5
P X Iw

spindle speed Q [rpm]

Figure 45. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for up-milling, N=  2, a/D =

0.5
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x 10 x 10

t [S] — >

x 10

t [S] — >

x 10

t [s] > t [S] — >

E
E
-Q
CO
COa>c
o
-g
Q.
JZo

X 10-3 upmilling, N=2, a/D=0.75

spindle speed Q [rpm]
x 10

Figure 46. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for up-milling, N=  2, a/D =

0.75
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t [S] — >

t [s] —>

t [s] >

t [S] — >

E
E

</>in
IDc
o

_ Co

upmilling, N=2, a/D=1

1 1.5

spindle speed Q [rpm]

Figure 47. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for up-milling, N  = 2, a/D =

1
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x 10 x 10

t [S] — >

X10

t [S] — >

t [S] — >

X10°

t [S] — >

downmilling, N=1, a/D=0.25

E
E,
JD
</)(/)0)C
o
J=
Q-
JZo

x 10"

spindle speed Q [rpm]
x 10

Figure 48. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for down-milling, N = l ,  a/D

= 0.25
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t [s] —> t [s] —>

t [S] —> t [s] —>

£* downmilling, N=1, a/D=0.5
— x 10'3

X 1 0spindle speed Q [rpm]

Figure 49. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for down-milling, TV -  1, a/D

= 0.5
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x 10 x 10

x 10

t [s] >

x 10

t [S] — >

I  x10'3 downmilling, N=1, a/D=0.75 

4

0.5 1 1.5
spindle speed Q [rpm] x 10

Figure 50. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for down-milling, N= I, a/D

= 0.75
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x 10 x 10

t [S] — >

x 10 x 10

t [s] —>

|  x10'3

</)</)<D
C

Q .
SZO

downmilling, N=1, a/D=1

spindle speed Q [rpm] x 10

Figure 51. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for down-milling, N= \ , a/D 

= 1
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t [s] >

t [s] >

t [s] —>

t [s] >

■jr x1g'3 downmilling, N=2, a/D=0.25

x104
spindle speed Q [rpm]

Figure 52. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for down-milling, N  = 2, a/D

= 0.25
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t [S] — >

t [S] — >

 ̂q-3 downmilling, N=2, a/D=0.5

spindle speed Q [rpm] x 104

Figure 53. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for down-milling, N = 2, a/D

= 0.5
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t [S] — >

t [S] — >

t Is] —>

t [S] — >

downmilling, N=2, a/D=0.75
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£
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5  2o
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x 10'

unstable

___"v _J K ~
_____

0.5 1 1.5 2
spindle speed Q [rpm] x  ̂g4

Figure 54. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for down-milling, a/D

= 0.75
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t  Is ] — >

t [si — >

t [S] — >

t  [s ] >

downmilling, N=2, a/D=1

spindle speed Q [rpm] x 10

Figure 55. Specific cutting force variation and stability chart for down-milling, 2, a/D

= 1
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work

In Figures 16 and 17, the similarities and differences between upmilling and down 

milling can be clearly observed. The flip (period doubling) lobes, for example, vary in 

size but are located more or less at the same spindle speed range (around 16000 to 22000 

r.p.m). This is not true for Hopf lobes. For low immersion upmilling, the Hopf lobes are 

located to the left of flip lobes, while the downmilling cases show this special duality or 

mirror symmetry for immersion ratios with 0.5 or less. An explanation for these 

interesting results is as follows: The flip lobes are related to the impact effects of entering 

and leaving the workpiece material. While these are more or less independent of the 

sense (up or downmilling) of the milling, this is not the case for the Hopf lobes. These 

flip lobes occur for lower immersions and lower number of cutting teeth cases. High 

speed milling operations can be stabilized simply by changing to downmilling from 

upmilling at certain wide high speed parameter domains (9000 to 16000 rpm). This is 

where the critical immersion ratio range of 0.63 to 0.68 for down-milling is so important, 

because it has a higher stability region than any other case. We can define critical 

immersion ratio of 0.663 as the ratio where there is a transition of Hopf lobes from the 

right of flip lobes to the left and where there is a higher stability region compared to any 

other milling case.

For the multiple cutting teeth upmilling cases (see Figures 18 to 23), the presence of idle 

time (i.e., if h(t) is zero) leads to flip lobes in the stability chart. According to the 

assumption made earlier, that any p th tooth follows the same cutting profile as the first 

cutting tooth, leads us to the conclusion that for all even numbers of teeth with full 

immersion (except N  = 2), we will have constant specific cutting force variation that 

makes this milling case look similar to the turning operation. Also the stability charts for
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milling and turning cases look the same. From DDE23 results (see Figures 28-35), the 

response calculated at the parameter points which are close to stability boundaries gives 

interesting results. The response grows and decays alternatively, but the amplitude of 

decay is more than the growth. Hence as time goes to infinity, the response decays (see 

Figure 36 which is the down-milling, single tooth, immersion ratio = 0.5 case). The 

DDE23 results and Chebyshev collocation results agree with each other. For the specific 

cutting force variation (Figure 24-25), the approximation of using Chebyshev points 

gives reasonably good results with similar relative errors compared to the other methods 

which use equispaced points. The number of Chebyshev points (Figures 26-27) should be 

large enough to get reasonably accurate stability charts (the suggested minimum number 

of points is m = 20 while for the critical immersion ratio the minimum number of points 

is m = 80). Knowing whether the average specific cutting force variation is positive or 

negative, we can identify the critical immersion ratio as shown in Figure 36. The 2-DOF 

milling model is more realistic than the 1 DOF milling model since deflections in the y- 

direction are also included. The 2 DOF stability charts shown here, however, are not 

considered to absolutely accurate and more investigation is needed.

For future work, we suggest that the milling model equations can be incorporated with 

new surface formation equations, from which the resulting governing equations will be 

non-linear delay differential algebraic equations (DDAEs) with a constraint. By solving 

these DDAEs, we believe that we can get better results and we might get more stable 

regions in the stability charts compared to those shown in Figures 16 - 23. Here the 

constraint is the height of chip that must be either zero or positive [8],
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Figure 56. Model of new surface formation [8]

In the diagram above Dj (t) is the "entrance" of j cutting edge, hj (t) is the chip

thickness, Lj (t) is the hole depth under j-cutting edge, and the

initial condition is L .(t)= L °J( t ) , t <0

The mathematical model given below consists of the equations of (1) new surface 

formation, (2) mechanistic model of cutting forces, and (3) equations of tool, workpiece 

and tool-machine dynamics.

(1) Equations of new surface formation

Lj (t-TIn;')

Lj (t) < 0
hj =  Dj

D(t )=A + V t - v ( t ) + L( t - T ) ,  
/? (7)=max [0, Z) (?)], 
L(t)=L(t-T)+h(t)
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(2) Mechanistic law of cutting forces (axial component)

f  ^
F =  k c ho

q

(3) Equations of tool motion

m x (t)+dx(t)+kx(t F

The above equations are for interrupted turning and require some modification for 

interrupted milling.
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Appendices 

Appendix A

M a t l a b  codes having turning and milling information and compatible to DDEC 

software, written by me (author of thesis: Praveen Nindujarla)

function M=extum(j,teps);
/o  EXTURN is an info for Turning equation 
% constant coefficients delay differential equation:

A  dA2x/dtA2 + c dx/dt + k x= -kl/m  [x(t)-x(t-tau)] 
eps(Omega,kl) is a parameter plane

%  Stability chart example

% »  rh o = d d ecsp ect('ex tu m ',[0 .0 2 e4  2 .0 e 4  0 25],[50  5 0 ] 30)
•  »  xlabel('spindle speed \Omega [rpm]'); ylab^'eutting force coefficient k j  [NAmum]');

K=5e9; % change 1
m l = 50;
c = 2*0.05*775*60; k =f775*6(ttA2 • o/ ■
const = 3600; ’ ■ . . °.u"lls m rPm

% factor-1 e6 ^  mult.phed to eps(2) when spindle speed is in rpm

const2=le3; "/ochanae V" mU*!P * ° ^ S(2) ‘°  Sh° W the units o f  k l ®  micro metersjf j<0 /ocnange 2 % is devided to eps(2)

M =[l 2 1 2]; % M=[L n tau d] 
elseifj==0,

*— »

• ■ s s s s E s s s a a s j s s , ,  « * -■ •
else, error('invalid j ’), end

function M=exmil(j,t,eps);
/o  EXMIL is an info for Milling equation 
% time periodic delay differential equation 
% dA2x/dtA2 + c l dx/dt + k l x= -b h(t)/m [x(t).x(t-tau)]
/o  eps(Omega,b) is a parameter plane

%  Stability chart example

%  > >  rh o = d d ecsp ect('ex m il',[0 .2 e4  2 .5 e 4  0  5 ] ,[5 0  5 0 ] 30V

xlabel('spmdle speed \Omega in [rpm]'); ylabel('chip thickness b in [mm]');

m l =  2 .5 7 3 ;

c l = 5.888*60; k l = 846436.8*3600; %  units in _ m
const = 3600; 0/ ... . " , ^
const2 = le3  0/° muhiphed to h(t) when spindle speed is in rpm

% cl=5.888;kl=846436.8; 0/  „0/. sn   j j units in rps
V  >> eXmiI’ [°'2e4/6°  2.5e4/60 0 0.005],[100 100],30)-
/ .  »  xlabel( spmdle speed \Omega in [rps]'); ylabel('chip thickness b in [m]');

  r - T . n n ..........................................
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i f j<0,
M =[l 2 1 2]; % M=[L n tau d] 

elseif j==0,
M=[0 l;(4 d /ep s(l)A2)-(eps(2)/const2)*h(t,eps(l))*const/(ml*eps(l)A2) 
elseif j= = l,

M^[0 0;(eps(2)/const2)*h(t,eps(l))*const/(ml*eps(l)A2) 0]; 
else, errorCinvalidj'), end

function hht=h(t,Omega)
Om egal=l;
Kt=5.5e8;
Kn=2.0e8; 
r=0.25; 
ang=2*pi;
N =l; 
hht=0;
lwr_bnd=acos(2 *r-1);
%  up_bnd acos( 1 -2 *r); 
theta=ang*Omegal *t;

forj=0:N-l 
phi_p=theta+(j)*(ang/N); 
m_2=mod(phip,ang); 
i f  (lwr_bnd<m_2) &(m_2<(l/2)*ang); %  condition for downmilling

%  i f  (0<m_2) &(m 2<up_bnd); %  condition for upmilling
st=sin(phi_p); 

f=( Kt * c os(phi_p)+Kn * st) * st; 
hht=hht + f; end

end

% Chatter frequency program

N =l;
m=40;N 1 =350;N2=3 50;
fd=150*ones(l,N l); %  assumed damping frequency
rho=ddecspect('exmil',[2e3 25e3 0.0 5],[N1 N2],m);
Om=linspace(2e3,25e3,Nl); %  spindle speed in rpm
b=linspace(0,5,N2); %  chip thickness in m
fpd=zeros(l,Nl);
j=(N 2+1 )-(sum((rho>= 1)'))';
j(j==(N2+1 ))=inf;

f o r k = l :N l ,
ifj(k)~=inf,

U=ddecU(,exmir, [Om(k) b(j (k))] ,m);
lam=eig(U);
a = fe n g th ( la m );

lam=sort(lam);
mu=lam(a) ; %  largest absolute eigenvalue

% taking only the complex eigen value for hopf frequency

%  get angle from real axis 
i f  (imacg(mu)~=0)

%  x=real(mu);
% y=imag(mu);
% mu

Omega(k)=imag(log(mu));

%  delay is 1

%  radial immersion ratio a/D=r

%  N is the total number o f  teeth, for pth teeth

%  used for downmilling 
%  used for upmilling

% in the interval [0,2 pi)

-cl/eps(l)];

elseif (imag(mu)==0)&(mu<0) 
Omega(k)=0;



else
Omega(k)=inf;
end

else
O m ega(k)inf;

end

end

% figure.plot(Om,Omega,'.')

x=inf*ones(l,N l);
% y= in f:ones(l,N l);  
fpd=inf*ones( 1 ,N 1);

for j=l:Nl,
i f  Omega(j)~=0, 

x(j)=Omega(j);

end
end
for i=-2:2, 
figure(4).

%  subplot(3,4,l) 
subplot(3,l,2) 

fh=(x.*(N*Om))/(120*pi) + (i*(N*Om))/60 ; 
fhl =-(x.*(N*Om))/(l 20 *pi) + (i*(N*Om))/60 ; 
plot(Om,fh.lb7markersize', 13), 

hold on
plot(Om,fhl ,'b7markersize', 13)
hold on
end
% O m=linspace(le3,25e3,Nl); 
for i=-2:2, 
for j= l:N l,

figure(4),
% subplot(3,4,l)
subplot(3,l,2)

i f  Omega(j)==0,
% fpd(j)=Om(j)*(2+i)/60;
fpd(j)=(pi.*(N*Om(j))y(120*pi) + (i*(N*OmQ))/60; 
end 
end
plot(Om,fpd,'m7markersize', 13)
hold on
end
%

axis([0.2e4 2.5e4 0 1000])
%xlabel \Omega,
%ylabel ('chatter frequencies in Hz')
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Appendix B

MATLAB codes to produce stability diagrams for DDEs using Chebyshev collocation 

method developed by Dr. Ed Bueler (DDEC software)

function rho=ddecspect(dfcn,er,en,m, options);
%  DDECSPECT Computes spectral radii in parameter space for 
%  a linear delay differential equation with multiple integer delays 
%  and periodic coefficients. Displays stability chart
%
% rho=ddecspect(dfcn,er);
% dfcn = handle o f  descriptor function to compute coeffs A(t,eps), Bj(teps)
% and info L, n, tau, d
%  [Note: For j> = l, feval(dfcnj.teps) produces n by n matrix
% value o f coefficient B J(t,eps). If  j=0 then it produces A(t,eps).
%  If j<0 then it produces a vector o f  information [L n tau d],
% plus locations o f  kinks, i f  appropriate.
%  See examples and documentation.]
%  er = 1 by 2d row vector giving ranges o f  parameters
%  rho = (d=l,2,3) dimensional array o f  spectral radii o f
% the solution matrix U for the DDE
% [Uses ddecestm with TOL=10A-5 to determine m = (number o f Chebyshev
% collocation points). Produces stability chart with 40 by 40 points.]

%  rho=ddecspect(dfcn,er,en);
%  [As above except:]
%  en = 1 by d row vec o f  number o f  grid points in parameter space
%
% rho=ddecspect(dfcn,er,en,m);
% [As above except:]
% m = number o f  Chebyshev collocation points (m>=3)

% rho=ddecspect(dfcn,er,en,m,options);
% [As above but with further options:]
%  options.DrawChart: display chart [{’on’} | ’off]
% options.Disp: display diagnostic information [{'on'} | 'off]

% See also DDECIVP, DDECU, DDECESTM, DDECSET, DDECGET.
% See example files, e.g. EXSCAL, EXMATHIEU.

% (7/21/03 ELB)

if (nargin>5)|(nargin<2), error('needs 2, 3, 4, or 5 input arguments'), end 
if  nargin<5, options=ddecset(,DrawChartVon','DispVon’); end 
if  nargin<4, 

m=ddecestm(dfcn, er); 
i f  strcmp(ddecget(options,'Disp','on'),'on'),

disp([ DDECSPECT: Using m = ' num2str(m) ' Chebyshev collocation points.']) 
end 

end
if  m<3, error(too few collocation points'), end

c=feval(dfcn,-1,0,0); L=c(l); n=c(2); tau=c(3); d=c(4); % get info 
i f  nargin<3, 

defaulten=40; 
en=defaulten * ones( 1, d); 
i f  strcmp(ddecget(options,'Disp','on'),'on'),



disp([' DDECSPECT: Using en = ' num2str(clefaulten) ' parameter points in each dimension.']) 
end 

end

if  length(er)~=2*d, error('parameter range must be a length 2d row vect'), end 
if  length(en)~=d, error('number o f parameter points not a length d row vect'), end

%  build collocation tools 
[t,D]=ddeccheb(tau,m); D=kron(D,eye(n)); 
mn=m*n;
D(mn-n+1 :mn,:)- [zeros(n.mn-n) eye(n)]; % this is DDA

% for each point in parameter space, determine spectral radius 
tic
if d = l ,  % eps = [eps] 

epslist=linspace(er( 1 ),er(2),en( 1)); 
rho=zeros(en( 1),1); 
for i= l:en (l)  

rho(i)=getrho(L,dfcn,n,tau,m,epslist(i),t,D); 
i f  (i==20)&strcmp(ddecget(options,'Disp','on'),'on') 

disp([' DDECSPECT: Estimated time for spectral radii/chart = ' num2str(toc*en( 1 )/20) ' seconds.']) 
end 

end,
elseif d==2, %  eps = [a b] 

alist=linspace(er( 1 ),er(2),en( 1)); blist=linspace(er(3),er(4),en(2)); 
rho-zeros(en( 1 ),en(2)); 
for ia=l :en(l), for ib=l :en(2) 

rho(ia,ib)=getrho(L,dfcn,n,tau,m,[alist(ia) blist(ib)] ,t,D); 
i f  (((ia-l)*en(2)+ib)=100)&strcmp(ddecget(options,'Disp','on'),'on') 

disp([' DDECSPECT: Estimated time for spectral radii/chart = ' num2str(toc*en( 1)*en(2)/100) ' seconds.']) 
end 

end, end 
elseif d = 3 ,  %  eps = [a b c ]  

al=linspace(er( 1 ),er(2),en( 1)); bl=linspace(er(3),er(4),en(2));
cl=linspace(er(5),er(6),en(3)); 

rho=zeros(en(l ),en(2),en(3)); 
foria=l:en (l), for ib=l:en(2), for ic=l:en(3) 

rho(ia,ib,ic)=getrho(L,dfcn,n,tau,m,[al(ia) bl(ib) cl(ic)],t,D);
i f  (((ia-l)*en(2)*en(3)+(ib-l)*en(3)+ic)==200)&strcmp(ddecget(options,'Disp','on'),'on') 

disp([' DDECSPECT: Estimated time for spectral radii/chart = ' num2str(toc*en(l)*en(2)*en(3)/200) ' seconds.']) 
end 

end, end, end
else, error('only produces stability diagrams in 1,2,3 dimensions'), end

if  strcmp(ddecget(options,'DrawChart','on'),'on'), 
dde c chart(rho, er);
title(['DDECSPECT stability chart, m = ' num2str(m) ' Cheb colloc pts.']); 

end
if  strcmp(ddecget(options,'Disp','on'),'on'), 

disp([' DDECSPECT: Actual time = ' num2str(toc) ' seconds.']) 
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function rho=getrho(L,dfcn,n,tau,m,eps,t,D);

if  L = l ,  % for efficiency, use simple form here 
mn=m*n;
MA=zeros(mn); MB=MA; 
for s=T:m-l

M A (n*(s-l)+l :n*s,n*(s-l)+l :n*s)=feval(dfcn,0,t(s),eps); 
M B(n*(s-l)+l:n*s,n*(s-l)+l:n*s)=feval(dfcn,l,t(s),eps); 

end;
MB(mn-n+l:mn,l:n)=eye(n); %  from connection equation 
rho=max(abs(eig(inv(D-M A) * MB)));
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else
mn=m*n; Lmn=L*mn; U-zeros(Lmn);
% MA(:,:,k) and MB(:,:j,k) are mn x mn matrices:
MA=zeros(mn.mnX); MB=zeros(mn,mnX.L); 
fork=l:L  

shift=(k-l)*tau; 
for s= l:m -l

M A (n*(s-l)+l :n*s,n*(s-l)+l:n*s,k)=feval(dfcn,0,t(s)+shift,eps); 
forj= l:L

M B(n*(s-l)+l :n*s,n*(s4)+l :n*s j,k)^eval(dfcnj,t(s)+shift,eps); 
end; 

end;
M B(mn-n+l:mn,l:n,l,k)=eye(n); % from connection equation 

end

Rl=inv(D-M A(:,:,l));
U=[zeros(Lmn-mn,mn) eye(Lmn-mn); zeros(nmLmn)]; 
forj= l:L

U(Lmn-mn+l :LmnXmn-j*mn+l: Lmn-(j -1) *mn)=R 1 *MB(:,: j,L +l-j);
% i-j = 1-j = L+l-j mod L when i= l 

end,
for i=2:L

Ui=[zeros(Lmn-mn,mn) eye(Lmn-mn); zeros(mnj.mn)];
Ri=inv(D-MA(:,:,i));
forj= l:L

imj =mod(i-j ,L); i f  imj==0, imj=L; end,
Ui(Lmn-mn+1: LmnXmn-j *mn+1: Lmn-(j -1 )*mn)=Ri * M B(:,: j  ,imj); 

end,
U=Ui*U;

end

rho=max(abs(eig(U))); % FASTER THAN WITH eigs BECAUSE GENERALLY DENSE (I THINK) 

end

function ddecchart(rho,er);
% DDECCHART Produce the stability chart o f  a DDE given array o f  
%  spectral radii.
%
% ddecchart(rho,er);
%  rho = ( d - 1,2,3) dimensional array o f  spectral radii
% er = 1 by 2*d
%
% See DDECSPECT.

% (3/2/03 ELB)

if nargin~=2, error(’needs 2 input arguments'), end
d=ndims(rho);
en=size(rho);
if  (d==2)& (sum (size(rho)=[l 1])), d=l; end % if  rho is a vector 
if  length(er)--=2*d, error('parameter range must be a length 2d row vect'), end

figure, e lf  % new figure 
%  figure(4),subplot(3,4,9) 
if  d==l, % eps = [eps] 

epslist=linspace(er( 1), er(2),en( 1));
plot(epslist,ones(size(epslist)),'—,,epslist,rho,'.-',,MarkerSizef,16), 
xlabel([num2str(en(l)) ' values o f parameter']), 
ylabel('spectral radius’) 

elseif d==2, % eps = [a b] 
alist=linspace(er( 1 ),er(2),en(l)); blist=linspace(er(3),er(4),en(2)); 
i f  (length(alist)> 1 )&(length(blist)> 1),



% [c,h] -  contour(alist,blist,rho',[.9 1.0 1.1]);
contourftalistblisfrho^l.O 1.0]); colormap gray 

% if-isem pty(c), clabel(c,h), end,
% xlabel([num2str(en( 1)) » values o f  \Omega']),
% ylabel([num2str(en(2)) ' values o f  b']), 

else, warningCno chart output: too few values o f  rho') end 
elseif d==3, % eps = [a b c]

al=linspace(er( l),er(2),en( 1)); 
bl=linspace(er(3),er(4),en(2)); 
cl-linspace(er(5),er(6),en(3)); 
i f  (length(al)> 1 )&(length(bl)> 1 )&(length(cl)> 1),

[XX, YY,ZZ] ̂ meshgri d(b l,al, cl); % note strange order 
rhocut=min(rho,2*ones(size(rho))); 
cbarlevels=[0.0 0.15 0.35];
shce(>X,YY,ZZ,rhocut,er(4),er(2),cl(l :length(cl)-l)), colorbar 
ylabel([num2str(en(l)) ’ values of parameter 1']), 
xlabel([num2str(en(2)) ’ values of parameter 2’])’ 
zlabel([num2str(en(3)) ' values of parameter 3D, 
title( from DDECHART: colors denote spectral radius cut off at 2.0')

% % %  alternate plot type 
% [X,Y,Z]=ndgrid(al,bl,cl);
% [N 1 N2 N3]=size(rho); %=size(X)=size(Y)=size(Z)
% N N N -N 1 *N2*N3; rho=reshape(rho,l,NNN);
% y"ral”P*<y-'.NNNi Z ,̂*,p,Z.l,NNN)i

else, warmngCno chart output: too few values o f  rho'), end 
else, error('only produces charts in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions’), end

function [t,D]~ddeccheb(tau.m); * —

0/  D? l CH,':B Produces a llocation  points and the Chebyshev spectral 
/o differentiation matrix, normalized to the interval [0 tau]
% A trivial modification o f  Trefethen's "cheb" in

L. N. Trefethen, "Spectral Methods in MATLAB", SIAM Press 2000.

[t,D]=ddeccheb(tau,m); 
tau = length o f  interval for collocation 
m = number o f  collocation points (= poly degree N plus one) 

m by 1 column vector o f  collocation points on [0,tau]
D = spectral differentiation matrix

%
%
%
%
%

%
%

% See also DDECIVP, DDECSPECT, DDECU.

% (7/21/03 ELB)

N=m-1;

%  verbatim from Trefethen: 
i f  N= 0, D=0; t= l; return, end 
x = cos(pi*(0:N)/N)'; 
c = [2; ones(N -l,l); 2].*(-l).'X0:N)';
X  = repmat(x,l,N+l); 
dX = X-X’;

D = (c*(l./c)')./(dX+(eye(N+l))); % off-diagonal entries 
diag(sum(D')); %  diagonal entries

%  normalize
t=(tau/2)*(x+l);
D-(2/tau)*P;

function m=ddecestm(dfcn,er. options);

%  D Da Hnf,1  H ,E“  m r (number 0,'Cheb>’shev collocation points) for soln o f  
a linear delay differential equation with multiple integer delays 

/o and periodic coefficients. Either takes one n f _____
w wiui mumpie mteger delavs

and periodic coefficients. Either takes one set o f  parameter values or



% samples to find worst case on grid in parameter space. Uses 10A-6 
%  as default tolerance or options. AbsTol otherwise.
% Resulting m at least 6; warning i f  m>100.
%
% m=ddecestm(dfcn,epsO);
% dfcn = handle o f  descriptor function to compute coeffs A(t,eps),
%  Bj(t,eps) and info L, n, tau, d
% [NOTE: For j > - l ,  dfcn(j,t,eps) produces an n by n matrix 
% value o f coefficient BJ(t,eps). Ifj=0 then it produces A(t,eps).
% If j<0 then it produces a vector o f  information [L n tau d],
% plus locations o f  kinks if  appropriate. See examples and
% documentation.]
%  epsO = particular parameter values; epsO is 1 by d row vector
%
% m=ddecestm(dfcn,er);
% [As above except:]
%  er = 1 by 2d row vector giving ranges o f  parameters
%
% m=ddecestm(dfcn,epsO,options);
% m=ddecestm(dfcn,er,options);
% [As above but using:]
% options. AbsTol: tolerance for Chebyshev polynomial interpolation
% [positive scalar, {le-6}]
% options.Disp: display diagnostic information [{'on'} | ’off]
%
% See also DDECSPECT, DDECU, DDECIVP.

% (7/21/03 ELB)

if  (nargin<2)|(nargin>3), error('needs 2 or 3 input arguments'), end 
ifnargin<3, options=ddecset('AbsTol', 1.0e-6,'Disp','on'); end

info=feval(dfcn,-1,0,0); L=info(l); tau=info(3); d=info(4); % get info

%  use epsO or sample; sample at grid points in each parameter dimension 
if  length(er)=d, 

epslist=er, NN=1; 
else,

i f  length(er)~=2*d, error('parameter range must be a length 2d row vect'), end 
% build list o f  parameter points from grid 
i f  d==l, % eps = [eps]

NN=23; % number o f grid points 
epslist=linspace(er(l),er(2),NN)'; 

elseif d==2, %  eps = [a b] 
en=7;
al=linspace(er( 1 ),er(2),en); bl=linspace(er(3),er(4),en);
[a b]=meshgrid(al,bl); 
epslist=cat(3,a,b);
NN=enA2;
epslist=reshape(epslist,NN,2); 

elseif d = 3 ,  %  eps = [a b c] 
en=7;
al=linspace(er(l),er(2),en); bl=linspace(er(3),er(4),en); cl=linspace(er(5),er(6),en);
[a b c]=meshgrid(al,bl,cl);
epslist=cat(4,a,b,c);
NN=enA3;
epslist=reshape(epslist,NN,3);
waming('DDECESTM:dequal3','d 3 case o f  reshaping not tested') 

else, error('d>3 not allowed'), end 
end

% estimate maximum eigenvalue o f  A for parameter values on grid 
% for sample o f t values on interval o f  length T
maxeig=0;
if  length(info)<=4 % no kinks



for m=[5 10] % for tests o f  coeffs; m-1 relatively prime 
t = cos(pi*(0:m -iy(m -l))’; t = (tau/2)*(t+l); % m colloc pts on [0 tau] 
for q=l :NN %  go through pts on parameter grid 

for shift=0:tau:(L-l)*tau % look in each interval o f length tau 
for s=l:m  %  look at each o f  m colloc pts 

A=feval(dfcn,0,t(s)+shift,epslist(q,:)); 
maxeig=max(maxeig,max(abs(eig(A)))); 

end; 
end 

end 
end

else % kinks

%  KK = (# o f  actual kinks)+l = number o f  intervals in which to divide [O.tau]
% U is (L*m*n*KK) x (L*m*n*KK)
KK=length(info)-4+1; 
kloc=info(5:3+KK);
i f  max(kloc>tau)|max(kloc<0), error(fkinks must be in interval [0,tau]'), end 
% kloc = locations o f  kinks including zero and tau; (KK+1) by 1 row vector 
kloc=[0 kloctauj;

for m=[5 10] % for tests o f  coeffs; m-1 relatively prime 
tO = cos(pi*(0:m -l)/(m -l))’; 
shiftK=0; 
for kink=l :KK 

tauK=kloc(kink+1 >kloc(kink); 
t=(tauK/2)*(tO+l)+shiftK; 
for q=l :NN % go through pts on parameter grid 

for shift=0 :tau:(L-1)*tau % look in each interval o f  length tau 
for s= l :m %  look at each o f  m colloc pts 

A=feval(dfcn,0,t(s)+shift.epslist(q,:)); 
maxeig=max(maxeig,max(abs(eig(A)»); 

end; 
end

shiflK=shiflK+tauK;
end

end
end

end

tol=ddecget(options,' AbsTol', 1. Oe-6); 
if  strcmp(ddecget(options,'DispVon'),'on') 

disp([' DDECESTM: estimated max. spectral radius o f  A(t) is ' num2str(maxeig,'%5.3f)])r 
disp([' DDECESTM: tolerance for determining m is ' num2str(tol,'%5.3e,)]), end

r=maxeig*tau/4; cc=exp(maxeig*tau)*rA2; 
m=3;
while 1 % build upper bound in interpolation o f  e^maxeig^t) formula 

cc=cc*r/m;
ifc c  < to l, break, else, nv=m+l; end 

end
ifm >100, waming('DDECESTM:bigmVm exceeds 100’), end 
m=max(m,6);

if  strcmp(ddecget(options,'DispVon’),’on') 
dispCf1 DDECESTM: m - num2str(m) ! Chebyshev collocation points’]), end

function w = ddeceval(dfcn,xfcn,m,loc);
% DDECEVAL Evaluate R 'n (or CAn) valued function o f  time t at Chebyshev 
%  L*m collocation points in an interval o f  length T where T=L!,ttau.
%  For use in evaluating initial condition, choose lo c= -l.
%
%  w = ddeceval(dfcp,xfcn,m,loc);
%  dfcn = handle o f  descriptor function to compute coeffs A(t,eps),
% Bj(t,eps) and info L, n, tau, d
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% [NOTE: For j > - l ,  dfcn(j,t,eps) produces an n by n matrix 
% value o f coefficient BJ(t,eps). If j=0 then it produces A(t,eps).
%  I f  j<0 then it produces a vector o f  information [L n tau d],
% plus locations o f  kinks if  appropriate. See examples and
% documentation.]
% xfcn = handle o f  function x(t)
% m = number o f  collocation points in [0,tau]
% loc = location o f  interval o f  length T: [loe*T,(loc+l)*T]
% w = (L*m*n) by 1 column vector o f  values o f  x(t)
%
% Example:
% »  w=ddeceval(@exmathieu,inline('[cos(t); l+sin(2*t)]',t'),6,0)
% gives L*m*n=l *6*2=12 by 1 vector w o f  values o f  xex(t).
% To plot resulting function:
% » ddecplotx(@exmathieu,w,6,0,l)
% See DDECIVP, DDECPLOTX, EXMATHIEU.

% (8/4/03 ELB)

if nargin~=4, error('needs 4 input arguments'), end 
if  m<3, error(too few collocation points'), end

c=feval(dfcn,-1,0,0); L=c(l); n=c(2); tau=c(3); % get info 
locT = loc*L*tau;

if length(c)==4

t = cos(pi*(0:m-l)/(m-l))'; %  m by 1; Cheb. colloc pts on [-1,1] 
t = (tau 2)*(t+l); %  normalize to [0,tau]

w-0;
fori= l:L

v=D;
for k= l :m %  build v which is m*n by 1 

v((k-1 )*n+1 :k*n, 1 )=feval(xfcn,t(k)+(i-1 )*tau+locT); 
end
w=[w;v];

end

elseif length(c)>4 % kinks

% KK = (# o f  actual kinks)+l = number o f  intervals in which to divide [O.tau]
KK=length(c)-4+l;
kloc=c(5:3+KK);
if  max(kloc>tau)|max(kloc<0), errorCkinks must be in interval [0,tau]'), end 
%  kloc = locations o f  kinks including zero and tau; (KK+1) by 1 row vector 
kloc=[0 kloc tau];

tO = cos(pi*(0:m-l)/(m-l))'; 
w=[]; 
fori= l:L  

shiftK=0; 
for kink=l:KK  

tauK=kloc(kink+1 )-kloc(kink); 
t=(tauK/2)* (t0+1 )+shiftK;
v=D;
for k = l :m % look at each o f  m colloc pts 

v((k-1 )*n+1 :k*n, 1 )=feval(xfcn,t(k)+(i-1) *tau+locT); 
end;
w=[w; v];
shiftK=shiftK+tauK;

end
end

else, error('c too short'), end

function o = ddecget(options,name,default)



%DDECGET Get DDEC OPTIONS parameters.
% VAL = DDECGET(OPTIONS,'NAME') extracts the value o f  the named property 
% from integrator options structure OPTIONS, returning an empty matrix if  
%  the property value is not specified in OPTIONS. It is sufficient to 
% type only the leading characters that uniquely identify the 
% property. Case is ignored for property names. [] is a valid OPTIONS 
% argument.
%
% VAL = DDECGET(OPTIONS,’NAME',DEFAULT) extracts the named property as 
% above, but returns VAL = DEFAULT i f  the named property is not specified 
%  in OPTIONS. For example
%
% val = ddecget(opts,'AbsT of, 1 e-4);
%
% returns val = le-4  if  the AbsTol property is not specified in opts.

%  DDECGET is a modification o f DDEGET which is a modification o f  the ODEGET 
%  function written by Mark W. Reichelt and Lawrence F. Shampine. Note,
% unlike DDEGET and ODEGET, DDECGET does not need to be modified for new 
% options.

if  nargin < 2 
errorCNot enough input arguments.'); 

end
if  nargin <  3 

default = []; 
end

if -isempty(options) & ~isa(options,'struct') 
error('First argument must be an options structure created with DDECSET.'); 

end

if isempty(options) 
o = default; 
return; 

end

%  new feature means ddecget needs not be modified for new options 
Names = ddecset(-l);

[m,n] = size(Names); 
names = lower(Names);

lowName = lower(name); 
j = strmatch(lowName,names); 
if  isempty(j) %  i f  no matches

error(sprintf(['Unreeognized property name "%s". '...
'See DDECSET for possibilities.'], name)); 

elseif lengthQ > 1  % i f  more than one match
%  Check for any exact matches (in case any names are subsets o f  others) 
k = strmatch(lowName,names,'exact'); 
i f  length(k) —  1 
j = k ;  

else
msg = sprintf('Ambiguous property name "%s" ', name); 
msg = [msg '(' deblank(Names(j(l),:))]; 
for k = j(2:length(j))' 

msg = [m sg',' deblank(Names(k,:))]; 
end
msg = sprintf('%s).', msg); 
error(msg); 

end 
end

if  any(strcmp(fieldnames(options),deblank(N ames(j,:)))) 
eval(['o = options.' Names(j,:) ';']);
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if  isempty(o) 
o = default; 

end 
else 
o = default; 

end

function x = ddecivp(dfen,epsO,phi,Q,m,options);
%  DDECIVP Solve initial value problem for linear delay differential 
% equation with multiple integer delays and periodic coefficients 
% using Chebyshev collocation methods.
%
% x = ddecivp(dfcn,epsO,ifcn,Q);
% [Uses ddecestm to determine m = (number o f Chebyshev collocation 
% points).]
% dfcn = handle o f  descriptor function to compute coeffs A(t,eps),
% Bj(t,eps) and info L, n, tau. d
%  [NOTE: For j> = l, dfcn(j,t,eps) produces an n by n matrix 
% value o f coefficient B j(t,ep s). If j=0 then it produces A(teps).
% If j<0 then it produces a vector o f  information [L n tau d],
%  plus locations o f  kinks if  appropriate. See examples and
% documentation.]
% epsO = particular parameter values
% ifcn = handle o f  initial (history) function evaluated on [-T,0]
% Q = number o f  intervals o f  length T on which to produce soln.
% x = solution on [0,Q*T]
%  [NOTE: x is a Q*L*m*n by 1 vector o f  values at collocation
% points, ddecplotx is designed to plot such.]
%
% x = ddecivp(dfcn,epsO,ifcn,Q,m);
% [As above except:]
%  m -  number o f  Chebyshev collocation points (m>=3)
%
%  x = ddecivp(dfcn.epsO,phi.Q,m);
% [As above except:]
%  phi = values at collocation points o f  initial value
%  [NOTE: phi is an L*m*n by 1 vector o f  values at collocation
%  points on [-T=-L*tau,0]. ddeceval is designed to produce this.]
%
% x = d deci vp(dfcn, epsO,phi, Q, options);
% x = ddecivp(dfcn,epsO, phi, Q,m, options);
%  [As above but with further options:]
%  options.DrawSoln: plot solution in new window [{'on'} | 'off]
%  options.Disp: display diagnostic information [{'on'} | 'off]
%  options. AbsTol: tolerance for Chebyshev polynomial interpolation;
% see ddecestm [positive scalar, { le-6}]
%
% See also DDECESTM, DDECEVAL, DDECPLOTX, DDECSPECT, DDECU. 
% See example files, e.g. EXSCAL, EXMATHIEU, EXPIM.
% For more general DDE initial value problems, see DDE23.

% (8/4/03 ELB)

if (nargin<4)|(nargin>6), error('needs 4, 5, or 6 input arguments'), end
if  nargin==6, getmflag=false;
else

if  nargin==4, getmflag=true; options=ddecset('DrawSoln','on','Disp','on'); 
elseif (nargin==5)&(isnumeric(m))&(~isstruct(m)), 

getmflag=false; options=ddecset('DrawSoln','onVDisp','on'); 
elseif isstruct(m), getmflag~true; options=m; 
else, error('fifth argument neither numeric nor a structure'); end 

end

if  getmflag, 
m=ddecestm(dfcn,epsO,options); 

end
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if  m<3, error(too few collocation points'), end
if  Q<1, error('needs to produce Q>=1 intervals o f  solution'), end

c=feval(dfcn, -1,0,0); 
if  length(c)>=4 

L=c(l); n=c(2); tau=c(3); % get info 
KK=length(c)-4+1; 

else, error('c too short'), end

%  convert initial function handle to a vector 
if  i sa(phi, 'fun cti on handle') | isa(phi, 'ini ine') 

realphi=ddeceval(dfcn,phi,m,-1); 
i f  strcmp(ddecget(options,'Disp','on'),'on') 

disp([' DDECIVP: initial (history) function evaluated on interval [' num2str(-L*tau) ',0]']), end
else

i f  size(phi)-=[L*m*n 1], error('values phi o f  initial function o f wrong size'), end 
realphi=phi; 

end

%  For now, use DDECU. (See more efficient method, in case o f  large Q, in notes.) 
U=ddecU(dfcn,epsO,m, options);

xx=zeros(L*m*n* KK,Q); 
xx(:,l)=U*realphi;
%fprintf(' .') 
for q 2:Q 

xx(:,q)=U*xx(:,q-l);
% fprintf('.') 
end
%fprintf('\n')
x=reshape(xx,Q*L*m*n*KK,l);

if  strcmp(ddecget(options,'Disp','on’),'on') 
disp([' DDECIVP: solution computed on interval [0,' num2str(Q*L*tau)']']), end

if strcmp(ddecget(options,'DrawSolnVon'),’on'), 
ddecplotx(dfcn,[realphi; x],m ,-1 ,Q+1); 

end

function ddecplotx(dfcn,w,m,loc,QQ);
% DDECPLOTX Plots values o f vector w representing x(t)
% on an interval [loc*T,loc*T+QQ*T] where T=L*tau.
%
% ddecplotx(dfcn,w,m,loc,QQ);
% dfcn = handle o f  descriptor function to compute coeffs A(t,eps), Bj(t,eps) 
%  and info L, n, tau, d
% [Note: For j> = l, feval(dfcnj,t,eps) produces n by n matrix
% value o f coefficient BJ(t,eps). If  j=0 then it produces A(t,eps).
%  If  j<0 then it produces a vector o f information [L n tau d],
% plus locations o f  discontinuities, i f  appropriate.
%  See examples and documentation.]
% w = (QQ*L*m*n) by 1 column vector o f values o f x(t)
% m = number o f  collocation points in [0,tau]
% loc = integer for location o f  first interval o f length T: [loc*T,...]
%  QQ = number o f  intervals o f  length T on which to plot
%
%  Example:
% »  m=20; w=ddeceval(@exmathieu,inline('[cos(t);l+sin(2*t)]','t'),m,0);
% »  ddecplotx(@exmathieu,w,m,0,1);
% See DDECIVP, DDECEVAL, EXMATHIEU.

% (8/6/03 ELB)

if  nargin~=5, error('needs 5 input arguments'), end
if  m<3, error(too few collocation points'), end
if  QQ<1, error('needs to plot QQ>=1 intervals o f length T'), end
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c=feval(dfcn,-1,0,0); 
if  length(c)>=4 

L=c(l); n=c(2); tau=c(3); %  get info 
KK=length(c)-4+1; 

else, error('c too shorf), end

figure, e lf % new figure

tO = cos(pi*(0:m-l)/(m-l))'; %  m by 1; Cheb. colloc pts on [-1,1]

if  K K = 1  %  no kinks

t = (tau/2)*(t0+l); % normalize to [0,tau]
%  plot collocation points 
for i=T:QQ*L 

ww-reshape(w((i-l)*m*n+l:i*m*n),n,m); 
plot(t+(i-1 )*tau+loc*L*tau,ww,'. Vmarkersize', 15); 
hold on 

end
%  interpolate between collocation points using cubic splines 
tt=linspace(0,tau, 101); 
for i=T:QQ*L 

ww=reshape(w((i-1) *m*n+1 :i*m*n),n,m); 
fork=l:n  

shift=(i-1 )*tau+loc*L*tau; 
wp=interpl(f+shift,ww(k,:),tt+shift,'spline'); 
plot(tt+shift,wp); 
hold on 

end 
end
hold off  

else %  kinks

%  KK =  (# o f  actual kinks)+l = number o f  intervals in which to divide [0,tau] 
KK=length(c)-4+1; 
kloc=c(5:3+KK);
if  max(kloc>tau)|max(kloc<0), error(Tcinks must be in interval [O.tau]’), end 
%  kloc = locations o f kinks including zero and tau; (KK+1) by 1 row vector 
kloc=[0 kloc tau]; 
for i=l:QQ*L  

shiftK=0; 
for kink=l:KK  

tauK=kloc(kink+1 )-kloc(kink); 
t=(tauK/2)*(tO+l)+shiftK;
% plot collocation points
ww=reshape(w((i-1 )*m* KK*n+(kink-1 )*m*n+1 :(i-1 )*m*KK*n+kink*m*n),n,m); 
pi ot(t+(i-1) *tau+loc* L*tau,ww, ’.', 'markersize', 15); 
hold on
shiftK=shiftK+tauK;

end
end

end

s=[ ]; forj=l:n, s=[s; ['x(t)_' num2str(j)]]; end 
legend(s), xlabel t
function options = ddecset(varargin)
%DDECSET Create/alter DDEC OPTIONS structure.
% OPTIONS -  DDECSET(NAM Er,VALUEl,NAM E2',VALUE2,...) creates an 
% options structure OPTIONS in which the named properties have 
% the specified values. Any unspecified properties have default values.
% It is sufficient to type only the leading characters that uniquely 
% identify the property. Case is ignored for property names.
%



% OPTIONS -  DDECSET(OLDOPTS,NAME1', V ALUE1,...) alters an existing options 
% structure OLDOPTS.
%
% OPTIONS = DDECSET(OLDOPTS,NEWOPTS) combines an existing options structure 
% OLDOPTS with a new options structure NEWOPTS. Any new properties 
% overwrite corresponding old properties.
%
% DDECSET with no input arguments displays all property names and their 
% possible values.
%
%DDECSET Properties (possible options):
%
%AbsTol - Absolute error tolerance [ positive scalar ]
% Tolerance applies to all components o f  the solution vector.
% AbsTol defaults to le-6  in all solvers.
%
%Disp - Flag for DDECSPECT to display diagnostic information [ {'on'} | ’o ff  ]
%
%DrawChart - Flag for DDECSPECT to draw a stability chart [ {’on'} | 'off ]
%
%DrawSoln - Flag for DDECIVPto plot solution [ {'on'} | 'ofT ]
%
%ChartTypelD - Stability chart style for DDECSPECT i f  d=l parameters [ {1} 12 3 4 5 ]
%
%ChartType2D - Stability chart style for DDECSPECT if  d=2 parameters [ {1} 12 3 4 5 ]
%
%ChartType3D - Stability chart style for DDECSPECT if  d=3 parameters [ {1} | 2 3 4 5 ]
%
%SpectRad - Flag for DDECU to return only spectral radius [ 'on' | {'off} ]
%

% Names=DDECSET(-l) is used by DDECGET.

% DDECSET is a modification o f  the DDE SET, which is a modification o f  ODESET 
% function written by Mark W. Reichelt and Lawrence F. Shampine.

%  Print out possible values o f  properties.
if  (nargin == 0) & (nargout —  0) 

fprintf(' AbsTol: [ positive scalar { le -6 }  ]\n');
fprintf(' Disp: [ {on} | off]\n');
fprintf(' DrawChart: [ {on} | off]\n');
fj)rintf(' DrawSoln: [ {on} | o ff ]\n');
fprintf(' ChartTypelD: [ { 1 }  | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 ]\n’);
fj>rintf(' ChartType2D: [ { 1 } | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5  ]\n');
fprintf(' ChartType3D: [ {1} | 2 | 3 | 4 j 5 ]\n');
fprintf(' SpectRad: [ on | {off} ]\n');
fprintfC\n'); 
return;

end

Names = [
'AbsTol '
'Disp '
'DrawChart '
'DrawSoln '
'ChartTypelD'
'ChartType2D'
'ChartType3D'
'SpectRad '

];
[m,n] = size(Names);
names = lower(Names);

% used by ddecget to get Names
if  (nargin==l)&(varargin{ 1 } (1 )= = -1 ) ,  options=Names; return, end
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%  Combine all leading options structures o l, o 2 , ... in ddecset(ol,o2,...). 
options = []; 
for j = l:m  

eval(['options.' Names(j,:) -  [];']); 
end 
i=  1;
while i <= nargin 

arg = varargin{i};
i f  isstr(arg) % arg is an option name

break; 
end
if-isem pty(arg) % [] is a valid options argument

if  —isa(arg,' struct') 
error(sprintf(['Expected argument %d to be a string property name '...

'or an options structure\ncreated with DDECSET.'], i));
end
for j = l:m

if  any(strcmp(fieldnames(arg),deblank(Names(j,:)))) 
eval(['val = arg.' Names(j,:) 

else 
val = []; 

end
if  -isempty(val) 

eval(['options.' Names(j,:) -  val;']); 
end 

end 
end
i - i + 1 ;

end

% A finite state machine to parse name-value pairs, 
if  rem(nargin-i+l,2) ~= 0 

error('Arguments must occur in name-value pairs.'); 
end
expectval = 0; % start expecting a name, not a value
while i <= nargin 

arg = varargin{i};

if  -expectval 
i f  -isstr(arg)

eiror(sprintf('Expected argument %d to be a string property name.', i)); 
end

low Arg = lower(arg); 
j = strmatch(low Arg,names); 
i f  isempty(j) % if  no matches

error(sprintf('Unrecognized property name "%s".', arg)); 
elseif length(j) > 1  % if  more than one match

% Check for any exact matches (in case any names are subsets o f  others) 
k = strmatch(low Arg,names,'exact'); 
if  length(k) == 1 
j = k; 

else
msg =  sprintf(’Ambiguous property name "%s" ', arg); 
msg -  [msg '(' deWank(Names(j(l),:))]; 
for k = j(2:length(j»' 

msg = [m sg' ,1 deblank(Names(k,:))]; 
end
msg = sprintf('%s).', msg); 
error(msg); 

end 
end
expectval = 1; % we expect a value next

else
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evalQ'options.' Names(j,:) -  arg;']); 
expectval = 0;

end
i - i + 1 ;  *

end ■

if  expectval fj
error(sprintf('Expected value for property arg));

end_______________________  _  P  ..1 ’*■> :;. ^  -________________________
function U=ddecU(dfcn,epsO,m,options); ’ ,7  . >f
%  DDECU Computes approximate solution operator U=U(eps_0) for 
% a linear delay differential equation with ffitiltiple integer delays
%  and piecewise smoodj periodic coefficients. Uses Chebyshev
%  collocation.
%
% U=ddecU(dfcn,epsO);
%  [Uses ddecestm to determine m = (number o f Chebyshev collocation 
% points).]
%  dfcn = handle o f  descriptor function to compute coeffs A(t,eps),
%  Bj(t,eps) and info L, if  tau, d /  '  ^
%  [NOTE: For j>=l* dfcn(J,t,eps) produces an n by n matrix
% value o f coefficient B j(t,eps). If j=0 then it produces A(t,eps).
% If j<0 then it produces a vector o f  information [L n tau d],
% plus locations o f kinks i f  appropriate. See examples and
%  documentation.]
%  epsO = particular parameter values; epsO is 1 by d row vector
% U = solution (monodromy) matrix; Lmn by Lmn matrix ( if  no
% kinks);
%
% U=ddecU(dfcn,epsO?m);
%  [As above except:]
%  m = number o f  Chebyshev collocation points (m>=3)
%
% U=ddecU(fname,epsO, options);
% U=ddecU(fname,epsO,ni, options);
%  [As above but with further options:]
% options.SpectRad: returns U=rho, the spectral radius
% rho=max(abs(eig(U))) i f ’on' ['on'| { 'o ff}]
%  options.Disp: display diagnostic information [{’on'} | 'off]
% options. AbsTol: tolerance for Chebyshev polynomial interpolation;
% see ddecestm [positive scalar, { le -6 }]
%
% See also DDECIVP, DDECSPECT, DDECESTM, DDECSET, DDECGET, EIGTOOL. 
% See example files, e.g. EXSCAL, EXMATHIEU, EXPIM.

% (8/4/03 ELB)

if  (nargin>4)|(nargin<2), error('needs 2, 3, or 4 input arguments’), end
if  nargin==4, getmflag=0;
else

ifnargin==2, getmflag=l; options=ddecset(’SpectRad','off,'Disp','on'); 
elseif (nar gin==3 )&(i snumeri c(m))&(~i sstruct(m)), 

getmflag=0; options=ddecset('SpectRad7off,'Disp','on'); 
elseif isstruct(m), getmflag=l; options=m; 
else, error('third argument neither numeric nor a structure'); end 

end

c=feval(dfcn,-l,0,0);
if  s ize(c ,l)~= l, error('information c returned by descriptor function must be a row vector'), end 
L=c(l); n=c(2); tau c(3); %  get info

if  getmflag, 
m=ddecestm(dfcn.epsO. options); 

end
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if  m<3, error(1oo few collocation points'), end 
mn=m*n;
Lmn=L*mn;

% KK = (# o f  actual kinks)+l = number o f  intervals in which to divide [O.tau]
%  U is (L*m*n*KK) x (L*m*n*KK)
KK=length(c)-4+1; 
mnK=mn*KK; LmnK=Lmn*KK;

if  KR==1 %  no kinks

% build collocation tools 
jt,D]=ddeccheb(tau,m); D=kron(D,eye(n));
D(mn-n+l:mn,:)=[zeros(n,mn-n) eye(n)]; %  D is now DDA

%  MA(:,:,k) and MB(:,: j,k ) are mn x mn matrices:
MA=zeros(mn,mn,L); MB=zeros(mn,mn,L.L); 
for k=l:L  

shift=(k-l)*tau; 
for s= l:m -l

M A (n*(s-l)+l :n*s,n*(s-l)+l :n*s,k)=feval(dfcn,0,t(s)+shifl,epsO); 
for j= l:L

M B (n*(s-l)+l :n*s,n*(s-l)+l :n*s,j?k)=feval(dfcn,j,t(s)+shift,epsO); 
end; 

end;
M B(mn-n+l:mn,l:n,l,k)=eye(n); % from connection equation 

end

Rl=inv(D-M A(:,:,l));
U=[zeros(Lmn-mn.mn) eye(Lmn-mn); zeros(mn,Lmn)]; 
for j= l:L

U(Lmn-mn+1 :Lmn,Lmn-j *mn+1 :Lmn-(j -1 )*mn)“ R l *MB(:,: j  ,L+1 -j);
%  i-j — 1 -j = L+l -j mod L when i= l 

end,
for i=2:L 

Ri=inv(D-MA(:,:,i));
Ui=[zeros(Lmn-mn,mn) eye(Lmn-mn); zeros(mn.Lmn)]; 
forj= l:L

imj^mod(i-j.L); i f  imj -0 , imj=L; end,
Ui(Lmn-mn+1: Lmn.Lmn-j *mn+1: Lmn-(j -1 )*mn)=:Ri * M B ( : ,  :,j ,imj); 

end,
U=Ui*U;

end

else %  i f  kinks 

kloc=c(5:3+KK);
if  max(kloc>tau)|max(kloc<0), errorCkinks must be in interval [O.tau]'), end 
% kloc = locations o f  kinks including zero and tau; (KK+1) by 1 row vector 
kloc~[0 kloc tau];
if  strcmp(ddecget( options,'Disp Von'),'on') 

disp([' DDECU: ' num2str(KK-l) ' kink(s) inside [0 tau] (nonsmooth coeff locations)']), end

%  collocation tools
[tcheb,Dcheb]=ddeccheb(2,m); % get [-1,1] standard D 
Dchebkron(Dcheb.eye(n));
DK=zeros(mnK,mnK); 
tK=zeros(m, KK); 
for kink -1 :KK 

tauK=kloc(kink+1 )-kloc(kink);
D = (2/tauK)*Dcheb;
D(mn-n+l :mn,:)=[zeros(n,mn-n) eye(n)]; 
DK((kink-l)’him4Xkink*mn,(kink-l)*mn+l:kink*mn) = D; 
tK(: ,kink)=(tauK/2) *tcheb; 

end



%  MA(:,:,k) and MB(:,: j,k) are mnK x mnK matrices:
MA=zeros(mnK,mnK,L); MB=zeros(mnK,mnK,L,L); 
for k=l:L 

for kink=l:KK  
shift=(k-1 )*tau+kloc(kink); 
for s= l :m-l 

kks=mn*(kink-l); %  index for kink block 
tt=tK(s,kink)+shift; % t at which to evaluate eoeffs
i f  s = l ,  tt=tt-abs(tt)*10*eps; end %  move left from kink by 10*(machine eps) 
M A(kks+n*(s-l)+l :kks+n*s,kks+n*(s-l)+l :kks+n*s,k)=feval(dfcn,0,tt,epsO); 
for j=l :L

MB(kks+n*(s-1 )+ l :kks+n* s,kks+n* (s-1)+1 :kks+n* s,j,k)=feval(dfcn j,tt, epsO); 
end; 

end;
if  kink==l

M B(m n-n+l:m n,l:n,l,k)-eye(n); %  from connection equation 
else %  kink connection condition 

M A(mn*(kink-1 )+(m -1 )*n+1 :mn*(kink-1 )+(m-1)*n+n,mn*(kink-2)+1 :mn* (kink-2)+n)=ey e(n); 
end 

end 
end

Rl=inv(DK-M A(:,:,l));
U=[zeros(LmnK-mnK,mnK) eye(LmnK-mnK); zeros(mnK,LmnK)]; 
for j=l :L

U(LmnK-mnK+1: LmnK,LmnK-j *mnK+1: LmnK-(j -1 )*mnK)=R 1 * M B ( : j  ,L+1 -j);
%  i-j = 1-j = L+l-j mod L when i= l 

end,
for i=2:L 

Ri=inv(DK-MA(:,:,i));
Ui=[zeros(LmnK-mnK,mnK) eye(LmnK-mnK); zeros(mnlCLmnK)]; 
for j —1:L

imj=mod(i-j,L); i f  imj==0, imj-L; end,
Ui( LmnK-mnK+1: LmnK, LmnK-j *mnK+1: LmnK-(j -1) *mnK)=Ri * M B (:,: j,imj); 

end,
U~Ui*U;

end

end %  i f  kinks

if strcmpCddecgefroptions/DispVon'^'on’)
disp([' DDECU: U is ' num2str(LmnK) ' by ' num2str(LmnK) ' matrix']), end

if  strcmp(ddecget( options,'SpectRad','off),'on'),
U=max(abs(eig(U))); %  fastest way because dense 

end

function rho=ddespectl(fname,d,n,tau,m,er,en);
%  DDESPECT1 Compute spectral radii in parameter space for 
%  a linear delay differential equation with one delay and periodic 
% coefficients.
%
% RHO = DDESPECT1(FNAME,D,N,TAU,M,PARAMRANGE,PARAMNUM) produces a D 
% dimensional (D =l,2 ,3) array RHO o f spectral radii o f solution matrix U for 
% the DDE.
%
% See also DDESPECT, DDECHART.

% (2/22/03 ELB)

if nargin~=7, error('needs 7 input arguments'), end
if  length(er)—=25Hd, error('parameter range must be a length 2d row vect'), end 
if  length(en)~=d, error('number o f parameter points not a length d row vect'), end 
if  m<2, error(too few collocation points'), end
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% next block due to Trefethen for Cheb spectral diff matrix D 
t = cos(pi*(0:m-l)/(m-l))'; 
c = [2; ones(m-2,l); 2 ].* (-l)./X0:m-l)’;
X = repmat(t,l,m); 
dX = X-X';
D = (c*(l./c)')./(dX+(eye(m))); % off-diagonal entries
D = D - diag(sum(D')); % diagonal entries

t=(tau/2)*(t+l); D=(2/tau)*kron(D,eye(n)); %  normalize

mnm* n;
D(mn-n+l :mn,:)=[zeros(n,mn-n) eye(n)]; %  this is DDA

% for each point in parameter space, determine spectral radius 
if  d = l ,  % eps = [eps] 

epslist=linspace(er( 1 ),er(2),en(l)); 
rho=zeros(en( 1), 1); 
fo r i= l:en (l)  

rho(i)=getrho(fname,n,tau,m;epslist(i),t,D); 
end,

elseif d==2, %  eps = [a b] 
alist=linspace(er(l),er(2),en(l)); blist=linspace(er(3),er(4),en(2)); 
rho=zeros(en( 1), en(2)); 
for ia= l:en(l), for ib=l:en(2) 

rho(ia,ib)=getrho(fname,n,tau.m. [alist(ia) blist(ib)],t,D); 
%pra=size(rho) 

end, end 
elseif d = 3 ,  %  eps = [a b c] 

aMinspace(er( 1), er(2), en( 1)); bl=linspace(er(3), er(4), en(2));
cl=linspace(er(5),er(6),en(3)); 

rho=zeros(en(l),en(2),en(3)); 
for ia= l:en(l), for ib=l:en(2), for ic=l:en(3) 

rho(ia,ib,ic)=getrho(fname,n,tau,m,[al(ia) bl(ib) cl(ic)],t,D); 
end, end, end 

else
errorConly produces stability diagrams in 1,2,3 dimensions'), 

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function rho=getrho(fname,n,tau,m,eps,tD);

mn=m*n;
MA=zeros(mn); MB=MA; 
for s= l:m -l

M A (n*(s-l)+l :n*s,n*(s-l)+l :n*s)=feval(fname,0,t(s),eps); 
M B (n*(s-l)+l:n!i:s,n*(s-l)+l:n*s)=feval(fname,l,t(s),eps);

end;
MB(mn-n+l :mn,l:n)=eye(n); % from connection equation
U=(D-MA)\MB;
cn=cond(U);
tho=max(abs(eig(U»); % WHY IS THIS eig method FASTfeST???


